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Aspects of Symmetry in the Infrared

Abstract

This dissertation studies a class of infinite-dimensional symmetries, known as asymptotic symme-

tries, across a variety of gauge and gravitational theories. In identifying the physical implications of

these symmetries with other well-known infrared phenomena, a precise equivalence is established

among soft theorems, memory effects and asymptotic symmetries, called the infrared triangle.

InU(1) gauge theorieswith onlymassless charged particles, the soft photon theoremwas previously

identified as theWard identity of an infinite-dimensional asymptotic symmetry group. The symmetry

group comprises of gauge transformations which approach angle-dependent constants at null infinity.

Here, the analysis is extended to allU(1) theories, including those with massive charged particles such

as QED.

Next, implications of the U(1) large gauge symmetry for a holographic dual are considered. The

soft factorization theorem for 4Dabelian gauge theory is shown tobemathematically equivalent to the

factorization of correlation functions on the sphere in a 2DCFTwith aU(1)Kac-Moody current alge-

bra. The soft ‘t Hooft-Wilson lines and soft photons are realized as a complexified 2D current algebra

on the celestial sphere at null infinity with the level determined by the cusp anomalous dimension.

Then, a universal gravitational memory effect, measurable by inertial detectors, is established in

even spacetime dimensions d > 4. The effect exhibits (3 − d)th power law fall-off behavior at large
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radius r and belongs to an infrared triangle that includesWeinberg’s soft graviton theorem and infinite-

dimensional asymptotic symmetries.

In the final part of this dissertation, color memory - the non-abelian gauge theoretic analog of the

gravitational memory effect - is determined. A formula for the net relative SU(3) color rotation of

a pair of nearby quarks that is induced by the transit of color radiation is derived from conservation

laws for large gauge symmetry in non-abelian gauge theories. For weak color flux, it linearizes to the

Fourier transform of the soft gluon theorem. It is proposed that this effect can be measured in the

Regge limit of deeply inelastic scattering at electron-ion colliders.
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1
Introduction and Summary

A quantum theory of gravity remains a major outstanding problem in theoretical physics. Although

there has been enormous success in understanding quantum gravity in certain contexts, namely in

spacetimes with a negative cosmological constant Λ < 0 [1], such results do not directly transfer to

cases withΛ ≥ 0. Besides being of pure theoretical interest, theΛ ≥ 0 cases are phenomenologically

relevant: Λ = 0 captures the physics of an isolated gravitating system andΛ > 0 describes our uni-
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verse at cosmological scales. While the details of quantum gravity theories for such systems will differ,

one might hope that certain features, such as the holographic principle [2, 3] are universal. In partic-

ular, this would mean that quantum gravity in spacetimes with non-negative cosmological constant

could be understood in terms of non-gravitating quantum theories in fewer spacetime dimensions. A

first step in determining appropriate candidates for dual quantum theories is to identify the symme-

tries of the gravitational theory, since they must appear in the dual description. In this dissertation,

we focus on the symmetries of flat or asymptotically flat theories of gauge and gravity (Λ = 0).

1.1 Asymptotic symmetries

A class physical symmetries universal to generally covariant theories are the asymptotic symmetries.

The imprecise, but nevertheless useful formula for asymptotic symmetries is

asymptotic symmetries =
allowed gauge symmetries
trivial gauge symmetries

. (1.1)

The symmetry group is non-trivial in systems with an asymptotic region or boundary. In order to

define a theory in such a spacetime background, one is required to specify boundary conditions that

characterize the behavior of the fields near infinity. Of course, to obtain physically meaningful results,

one should select boundary conditions that are weak enough to allow all physically reasonable solu-

tions, but strong enough that relevant charges are finite and well-defined. Then, the allowed gauge

symmetries are any that respect the boundary conditions and the trivial gauge symmetries are the ones

that act trivially on the physical phase space.
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In general, the nature of the boundary conditions that one must specify is dictated by the causal

structure of the spacetime boundary. This dissertation focuses on a class of theories which have in

common a particular boundary causal structure. The spacetime boundaries that feature prominently

in our analyses are called past and future null infinity, denoted I− and I+, respectively. They are the

hypersurfaces where null geodesics begin or end and in the context of the classical massless scattering

problem, they are the initial and final value data surfaces. A defining feature of flat or asymptotically

flat spacetimes – the focus of this dissertation – is that I− and I+ are null hypersurfaces with the

topology ofR× Sd−2.1

The investigation into the asymptotic symmetries of asymptotically flat gravitational systems in

four dimensions dates back to the work of Bondi, van der Burg, Metzner, and Sachs in the 1960’s

[5, 6]. A reasonable expectation for the symmetry group of these systems is the Poincaré group. Sur-

prisingly, they discovered an infinite-dimensional enhancement of the translation subgroup, known

as supertranslations. They concluded that the symmetry group of asymptotically flat spacetimes is a

semi-direct product of the supertranslationswith the Lorentz group, which is now known as the BMS

group. Recent evidence suggests that the Lorentz group should also have its own infinite-dimensional

enhancement [7–10].

Often, the utility of symmetry lies in its implication of conservation laws in the classical theory and

Ward identities in the quantum theory. Until recently, these consequences had not been fully under-

stood for the BMS symmetry group [11, 12]. The challenge in extracting this information stemmed

1The analyses presented here may extend to more complicated topologies (see for example [4]).
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from the nature of the asymptotic symmetry analysis which supplies explicit expressions for the ac-

tion of the group on initial and final data, but fails to provide a canonical identification of generators

between the two [11]. In particular, while it was known that a BMS transformationmapped one phys-

ical solution to another, it was not known how to relate symmetry transformations on initial and final

data so that initial and final configurations relatedby time-evolutionwouldbemapped into symmetry-

transformed initial and final configurations also related by time evolution.

In this dissertation, we explore analogs of the supertranslations in a variety of different contexts in

theories of gauge and gravity. By appealing to results fromdifferent subfields of theoretical physics, we

are able to identify the physical consequences of these symmetries, including its conservation laws and

Ward identities, with well-known phenomena. In retrospect, this is perhaps unsurprising since the

class of theories considered herein includes well-studied and well-understood ordinary quantum field

theories without gravity as well as general relativity. Nevertheless, the connection of these phenomena

to symmetry is new and in fact implies a novel equivalence between them. In addition, it clarifies how

asymptotic symmetries constrain the scattering problem.

1.2 The infrared triangle

More precisely, we find that asymptotic symmetries govern the infrared physics of generic theories

of gauge and gravity. One instance of the connection of asymptotic symmetries to the infrared is that

soft theorems, capturing the low-energy behavior of quantum scattering amplitudes, can be identified

with the constraints fromsymmetry imposedon these amplitudes, otherwise knownasWard identities
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[10, 12–26]. Traditionally derived in quantum field theory, soft theorems characterize the singularity

structure of scattering amplitudes as a massless external particle is taken soft (i.e. to zero energy) [27–

31]. In particular, soft theorems imply that the soft radiation is highly constrained by the pattern of

hard charges participating in the scattering process. The connection to symmetry reveals that this

constraint is simply a conservation law that the system must obey [32, 33].

Another infrared aspect of these symmetries is that they are spontaneously broken. Transitions

between inequivalent vacua are measured by a well-known phenomena from general relativity called

the memory effect [34]. In the context of general relativity, the vacuum transition is a shift in the

asymptotic metric induced by the transit gravitational radiation and the memory effect is the perma-

nent displacement of the relative positions of nearby inertial observers due to the shift in the metric.

Although originally discovered in the context of general relativity in four dimensions [35–37], analogs

of the gravitational memory effect, associated to asymptotic symmetries, are now known to arise in a

variety of gauge or gravitational theories [38–44]. Importantly, as a directly observable consequence

of asymptotic symmetries, the memory effect plays a pivotal role in establishing their physical signif-

icance. More specifically, it can be interpreted as a test of the conservation law and thereby open the

possibility of verifying the presence of asymptotic symmetries through experiment! [45–48]

From the central role played by asymptotic symmetries in both soft theorems and memory effects,

one anticipates a connection between the two. Indeed, the two are precisely equivalent, simply related

by a Fourier transform [26, 34, 42, 43].

Hence, what emerges is a universal framework that underlies the infrared sector of a generic theory

of gauge or gravity. That is, these theories enjoy a triad of equivalence between soft theorems, memory
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effects, and asymptotic symmetries, which is known as the infrared triangle [26]. The chapters in this

dissertation provide evidence for the universal appearance of the infrared triangle in generic theories

of gauge and gravity. In addition, we explore the implications of symmetry for the holographically

dual theory.

1.3 Evidence for universality

Chapter 2 establishes, in the context of quantum electrodynamics (QED), a set of asymptotic symme-

tries known as large gauge symmetries. In this context, the starting point is the soft photon theorem

[27–31], which historically, has significantly influenced our understanding ofQEDaswell asmore gen-

eral abelian gauge theories. More recently, it has been used to establish an infinite-dimensional group

of large gauge transformations in abelian gauge theories with massless charged particles [13, 16, 17, 49–

54]. The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate that these symmetries persist in theories with mas-

sive charged particles, such as QED.

Upon attaining this result, we proceed in chapter 3 to explore implications of the large gauge sym-

metry for a holographically dual description of abelian gauge theory coupled to charged matter. A

holographic description naturally arises from an identification of the four-dimensional Lorentz group

SO(3, 1) with the two-dimensional global conformal group SL(2,C). By exploiting this relation, the

scattering amplitudes of any 4D quantum field theory can be rewritten in the form of correlation

functions on the ‘celestial sphere’ at null infinity, denoted CS2[20, 55–57].

In chapter 3, we explore aspects of the connection between 4D scattering amplitudes in abelian
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gauge theory and 2D CFT correlation functions that are consequent of large gauge symmetry. In

particular, we show that factorization of the current algebra that generates the large gauge symmetry

in the 2D CFT is equivalent to soft factorization of amplitudes in 4D abelian gauge theory. In addi-

tion, we explain how the current algebra generalizes to encompass theories with magnetically charged

asymptotic particles and use this generalization to determine the soft S-matrix for such theories.

In chapter 4, we turn to the infrared structure of gravitational theories in even dimensions greater

than four. The first instance of the infrared triangle was found in four spacetime dimensions and

connects Weinberg’s soft graviton theorem, a subgroup of past and future BMS symmetries, and the

gravitational memory effect [11, 12, 26, 34]. However, while Weinberg’s soft graviton theorem readily

generalizes to any spacetime dimension, a number of papers [58–65] claim that gravitational mem-

ory and BMS symmetry are absent from gravitational theories in even dimensions greater than four.

Hence, these claims appear to suggest that the infrared triangle is unique to theories in four spacetime

dimensions.

In chapter 4, we show that the infrared triangle persists in gravitational theories in even dimensions

d > 4 by explaining the subtleties of the way in which it arises. The key insight that allows for this

development is the appearance of amemory effect that falls off asymptotically as r3−d. With this corner

of the infrared triangle in hand, we are then able to establish an equivalence with the soft graviton

theorem, determine the associated symmetry, and thus conclude that these theories fall within the

paradigm of the infrared triangle. Our results do not in any way contradict the literature [64, 65],

which only search for memory effects at order r1− d
2 .

The final chapters in this dissertation focus on the color memory effect, which is the analog of the
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gravitationalmemory effect for classical Yang-Mills theory. Direct analogy suggests that the colormem-

ory effect concerns a permanent shift in the gauge field induced by the transit of color flux through

null infinity. Indeed, in chapter 5, we use the conservation law of an infinite-dimensional large gauge

symmetry group to derive a formula for the shift in the gauge field (or vacuum transition) as a function

of the color flux. In this context (unlike in electrodynamics or gravity), we find that nonlinear effects

persist at null infinity, so that the tree-level soft gluon theorembecomes equivalent to the Fourier trans-

formof the linearized formula for the shift in the gauge field. Finally, we propose a pair of quarks as the

analogs of the pair of inertial detectors from the gravitational memory set-up and describe a thought

experiment inwhich the quarksmeasure the vacuum transition through a permanent rotation in their

relative colors. The analysis in this chapter is purely classical and assumes the theory is in a deconfined

phase.

Remarkably, it has been argued in a number of papers [66–72], that classical Yang-Mills theory is

an appropriate description for the scattering of heavy ions in the Regge limit. The effective theory

in which one finds this description is known as the Color Glass Condensate. “Color” refers to the

fact that the degrees of freedom in the theory are deconfined (i.e. carry color). “Glass” refers to a

separation of timescales that arises in theRegge limit and is used to physicallymotivate this description.

“Condensate” refers to the fact that in theRegge limit thewavefunction of the nucleus becomes highly

populated with coherent gluons and thereby admits a classical description.

The purpose of chapter 6 is to explain how vacuum physics of non-abelian gauge theory, governed

by large gauge symmetry, is a prominent feature of the Color Glass Condensate. In particular, we

identify the color memory effect as a key process that appears ubiquitously in this effective theory

8



and thereby enters in observables constructed from it. Excitingly, this connection makes concrete

the prospect of measuring the color memory effect in experiment! In this final chapter, we include

a discussion of both the extent to which the color memory effect may have already been measured at

existing particle colliders aswell as the prospects for definitivemeasurement by the future Electron-Ion

collider.

As outlined above, this dissertation explores aspects of the infrared triangle across a variety of dif-

ferent contexts. The utility of performing these diverse analyses is that each instance not only affirms,

but also refines our understanding of physics in the infrared. The appearance of symmetry suggests

universal behavior of infrared physics. The chapters in this thesis make precise and supply evidence

for this universal behavior.
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2
New Symmetries of QED

2.1 Introduction

The soft photon theorem [27–30] has played a ubiquitous role in the study of QED and more gen-

eral abelian gauge theories. For example, it is essential for taming otherwise uncontrollable infrared

divergences in the S-matrix and is central to the analysis of jet substructure. Recent considerations

[13, 16, 17, 49–54] have demonstrated that, in abelian gauge theories with only massless charged par-
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ticles, the soft theorem is a Ward identity of an infinite-dimensional symmetry group comprised of

certain ‘large’ gauge transformations which do not die off at infinity. These symmetries are sponta-

neously broken and the soft photons are the Goldstone bosons. This is but one instance of a recently-

discovered universal triangle connecting soft theorems, symmetries andmemory in gauge and gravita-

tional theories (see [26] and references therein).

Of course in the real world QED has massive, not massless, charged particles. Hence, it is desirable

to extend our results to the massive case. That goal is achieved in this chapter. As seen below, the

massive case is rather more subtle than the massless one and requires a careful analysis of timelike

infinity.

We hope that the identification given herein of the symmetry which controls the electromagnetic

soft behavior ofQEDandmore generally, the StandardModelwill have practical utility for organizing

and predicting a variety of physical phenomena.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. In section 2.2, we establish conventions and review relevant

aspects of abelian gauge theories and their asymptotic symmetries. In section 2.3, we discuss the asymp-

totic states, derive the Ward identity of the asymptotic symmetries, and demonstrate its equivalence

to the soft photon theorem.

A key ingredient of our analysis is that, in physical applications, the electromagnetic field is generi-

cally1 not smooth near spatial infinity i0. Rather it obeys amatching condition near i0 which identifies

its value at the future of past null infinity (I−
+ ) with its value at the antipodal point on the sphere at the

1For instance when, as in electron-positron scattering, the dipole moment is not constant in the far past or
future.
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past of future null infinity (I+
− ). In appendix A, we show in detail how this follows from the standard

Liénard-Wiechert formulae.

The material presented in the chapter has significant overlap with the work by Campiglia and

Laddha[21] who independently arrive at the same conclusions. They use an elegantmethod involving

a natural hyperbolic slicing of Minkowski space, which we employ in the following chapter.

2.2 Abelian gauge theory with massive matter

We consider the theory of an abelian gauge fieldAμ coupled to massive matter fields Ψ i with charges

eQi, whereQi is an integer, inMinkowski space. In retarded coordinates, theMinkowski metric reads

ds2 = −dt2 + (dxi)2 = −du2 − 2dudr+ 2r2γ zz̄dzdz̄, (2.1)

where u is retarded time and γ zz̄ is the roundmetric on the unit radius S2 with covariant derivativeDz.

The S2 coordinates (z, z̄) are related to standard Cartesian coordinates by

r2 = xixi, u = t− r, xi = rx̂i(z, z̄). (2.2)

In retarded coordinates, future null infinity (I+) is the null hypersurface (r = ∞, u, z, z̄).

Near past null infinity (I−), we work in advanced coordinates (v, r, z, z̄)with line element

ds2 = −dv2 + 2dvdr+ 2r2γ zz̄dzdz̄. (2.3)
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Advanced coordinates are given by

r2 = xixi, v = t+ r, xi = −rx̂i(z, z̄), (2.4)

and I− corresponds to the null hypersurface (r = ∞, v, z, z̄). Note in particular that the angular

coordinates onI+ are antipodally related to those onI− so that a light raypassing through the interior

of Minkowski space reaches the same value of z, z̄ at both I+ and I−. We denote the future (past)

boundary of I+ by I+
+ (I+

− ), and the future (past) boundary of I− by I−
+ (I−

− ).

We consider theories with aU(1) gauge field strength F = dA subject to the Maxwell equation

∇μFμν = e2Jν , (2.5)

where Jν is the matter charge current. This is invariant under the gauge transformations

Aμ(x) → Aμ(x) + ∂μϵ(x), Ψ i(x) → eiQiϵ(x)Ψ i(x), (2.6)

where ϵ ∼ ϵ + 2π and Ψ i is a wavefunction or field. Gauge transformations that vanish at infinity

correspond to redundant descriptions of the same physical state and can be eliminated by a choice of

gauge. However, as in the massless case [13], we are interested in certain angle-dependent large gauge

transformations which act non-trivially on physical states.
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2.2.1 Asymptotics

We now analyze the behavior of the theory near I+ in retarded radial gauge

Ar = 0, Au|I+ = 0. (2.7)

This gauge choice leaves unfixed a class of residual large gauge transformations parameterized by an

arbitrary function ϵ+(z, z̄) on S2. These gauge transformations change boundary data at I+ and are

to be regarded as physical symmetries of the theory. Near I+, we assume the asymptotic expansion

Au =
∞∑
n=1

A(n)
u (u, z, z̄)

rn , Az =
∞∑
n=0

A(n)
z (u, z, z̄)

rn . (2.8)

A similar asymptotic expansion holds for fields near I−.

We are interested in scattering processes for which the initial and final states consist of massive

charges moving at constant velocities. Hence, we require that the only contribution to the electric

and magnetic fields at future/past timelike infinity (i±, t → ±∞) are those fields sourced by the

constant-velocity massive charges, and that the magnetic fields vanish at spatial infinity:

Fzz̄|I+
−
= 0, Fzz̄|I−

+
= 0. (2.9)
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In retarded coordinates, Maxwell’s equations read

r−2∂r(r2Fru)− ∂uFru + r−2(DzFzu +Dz̄Fz̄u) = e2Ju,

r−2∂r(r2Fru) + r−2(DzFzr +Dz̄Fz̄r) = e2Jr,

∂r(Frz − Fuz)− ∂uFrz + r−2Dz̄Fz̄z = e2Jz.

(2.10)

Massive particles with finite energy cannot reach I , so the matter current vanishes at this surface:

Jμ|I = 0. (2.11)

The leading-order equation for the evolution of the gauge field along I+ is then given by

∂uF(2)ru + ∂u(DzA(0)
z +Dz̄A(0)

z̄ ) = 0. (2.12)

The freedata at this order includes theboundarydataF(2)ru |I+
−

alongwith the radiativemodeA(0)
z (u, z, z̄).

In advanced coordinates, we can perform the analogous large-r expansion near I− and obtain the

leading order equation

∂vF(2)rv − ∂v(DzA(0)
z +Dz̄A(0)

z̄ ) = 0. (2.13)

The free data at this boundary includes the field strength boundary data F(2)rv |I−
+

along with the radia-

tive modeA(0)
z (v, z, z̄). The residual large gauge symmetry is parameterized by an arbitrary function

ϵ−(z, z̄) on S2.
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2.2.2 Matching near spatial infinity

The above discussion treats the asymptotic dynamics at I+ and I− separately. However, to study

the semiclassical scattering problem, we must first specify how to relate free data and symmetry trans-

formations at I+ to their counterparts at I−. Generic solutions to the sourced Maxwell equations

satisfy2

F(2)ru (z, z̄)|I+
−
= F(2)rv (z, z̄)|I−

+
. (2.14)

Recalling that, according to (2.4) and (2.2), the points labelled by the same (z, z̄) in retarded and ad-

vanced coordinates are antipodally related, this equates the boundary values of past and future fields at

antipodal points near spatial infinity i0. As discussed in [13, 20], a CPT and Lorentz-invariant match-

ing condition for the gauge field is given by

Az(z, z̄)
∣∣
I+
−
= Az(z, z̄)

∣∣
I−
+
. (2.15)

Requiring that the large gauge transformations preserve this matching condition gives:

ϵ+(z, z̄) = ϵ−(z, z̄). (2.16)

Thismatching condition singles out a canonical diagonal subgroup of the large gauge transformations

at I+ and I−. The corresponding gauge parameters are constant along the null generators of I and

2See appendix A for an expanded discussion of this matching condition.
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generate nontrivial physical symmetries of the S-matrix.

2.2.3 Mode Expansions

The standard mode expansion for the gauge field in the plane wave basis takes the form

Aμ(u, r, z, z̄) = e
∑
α

∫ d3q
(2π)3

1
2ωq

[ϵ∗αμ (⃗q)aα(⃗q)eiq·x + ϵαμ(⃗q)aα(⃗q)†e−iq·x]. (2.17)

The free data is contained in theO(r0) term in this expansion, which we may isolate using the saddle

point approximation:

A(0)
z (u, z, z̄) = − ie

2(2π)2∂zx̂i
∑
α

∫ ∞

0
dωq[ϵ∗αi aα(ωqx̂)e−iωqu − ϵαi aα(ωqx̂)†eiωqu]. (2.18)

To extract the contribution from the zero modes, we define the following operator:

Fωuz(z, z̄) ≡
∫ ∞

−∞
du eiωu∂uA(0)

z (u, z, z̄) (2.19)

= − e
4π ∂zx̂i

∑
α

∫ ∞

0
dωq ωq

[
ϵ∗αi aα(ωqx̂)δ(ω − ωq) + ϵαi aα(ωqx̂)†δ(ω + ωq)

]
.

We can separate this operator into its positive and negative frequency components

Fωuz(z, z̄) = − eω
4π ∂zx̂i

∑
α
ϵ∗αi aα(ωx̂), F−ωuz (z, z̄) = − eω

4π ∂zx̂i
∑
α
ϵαi aα(ωx̂)†, (2.20)
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with ω > 0 in both expressions. The zero mode is then given by

F0
uz(z, z̄) ≡ 1

2 lim
ω→0

(
Fωuz + F−ωuz

)
= − e

8π ∂zx̂i lim
ω→0

∑
α

[
ωϵ∗αi aα(ωx̂) + ωϵαi aα(ωx̂)†

]
, (2.21)

and creates/annihilates soft photons. An analogous construction holds at I− with the incoming soft

photon operator given by

F0
vz(z, z̄) =

e
8π ∂zx̂i lim

ω→0

∑
α

[
ωϵ∗αi aα(−ωx̂) + ωϵαi aα(−ωx̂)†

]
. (2.22)

2.2.4 Liénard-Wiechert Fields

In the analysis that follows, we will need expressions for the electric field due tomoving point charges,

commonly known as Liénard-Wiechert fields. The radial electric field due to a single particle of charge

eQ, moving with constant velocity β⃗ and passing through the origin at t = 0 is given by

Er(t, r, z, z̄) =
Qe2
4π

γ (r− tx̂(z, z̄) · β⃗)
|γ 2[t− rx̂(z, z̄) · β⃗]2 − t2 + r2|3/2

. (2.23)

Here x̂(z, z̄) is a unit vector specifying a point on the sphere and γ−2 = 1 − β2.

The Liénard-Wiechert field nearI+ due to a set of particles, eachwith charge eQk andmovingwith

constant velocity β⃗k is derivedby taking a superpositionof the single-particle fields (2.23), writing them
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in retarded coordinates, and taking the large-r limit with u = t− r held fixed

E+
r (z, z̄) =

∑
k

Qke2
4πγ 2kr2

1
[1 − x̂(z, z̄) · β⃗k]

2
. (2.24)

Likewise, the field near I− is derived by taking the large-r limit of the field (2.23) in advanced coordi-

nates with fixed v

E−
r (z, z̄) =

∑
k

Qke2
4πγ 2kr2

1
[1 + x̂(z, z̄) · β⃗k]

2
. (2.25)

Importantly, the Liénard-Wiechert formula (2.23) implies that the value of Er near spatial infinity

i0 depends on how it is approached. In particular, E+
r and E−

r at a fixed angle from the origin are not

in general equal near i0: rather they obey the antipodal matching condition (2.14).3

For unaccelerated charges, the asymptotic electric field and the asymptoticmagnetic field B⃗ = x̂×E⃗

are time-independent. Since the “hard” radiative photons involved in the scattering process exit/enter

I± at finite values of retarded/advanced time, the electromagnetic fields at I+
+ and I−

− arise solely

from the collection of charged particles long after/before the scattering process occurs and thus are of

the form given above.

3The constant-velocity trajectory considered in this section gives rise to a Liénard-Wiechert field that is in-
sensitive to the choice of Green’s function. In appendix A, we consider slightly more complicated trajectories
to demonstrate that this matching condition holds for a generic Green’s function.
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2.3 Symmetries of the S-matrix

In this section we determine the phase associated to a large gauge transformation on an asymptotic

massive charged particle state, find theS-matrixWard identity and finally demonstrate its equivalence

to the soft photon theorem.

2.3.1 Gauge transformations of asymptotic states

Outgoing massless particles of charge eQ and momentum p, as considered in [13], pierce I+ at a defi-

nite point (z(p), z̄(p)). The associated out-state therefore acquires a phase

|p⟩out → eiQϵ(z(p),z̄(p))|p⟩out (2.26)

under a large gauge transformation. Here we are interested in massive particles that never reach I+,

so determining the associated phase is more subtle. There is no canonical point on the S2 associated

to a massive particle in the plane wave basis.4 Indeed a massive particle with zero three-momentum

is rotationally invariant. In this subsection, we use the Liénard-Wiechert formula to determine the

analog of the phase (2.26).

The asymptotic states associated to the QED S-matrix are typically taken to be free photons and

“bare” non-interacting charged particles. However, the “bare” electron states are not strictly speaking

4Since plane waves of massless particles localize to points on the conformal sphere at null infinity, they are
related to local operator insertions on that sphere. Likewise, massive particles in boost eigenstates are also asso-
ciated to local points on the sphere.
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bare (nor are they non-interacting) in the sense that they source non-vanishing electromagnetic fields.

Mathematically, this follows from the Gauss law

[
∇ · E⃗(x, t)− e2ρ(x, t)

]
|phys⟩ = 0, (2.27)

which is a constraint in the quantum theory in physical gauges.

This constraint is readily solved by inverting the differential operator to express the sourced elec-

tromagnetic field in terms of the charge density ρ, which is comprised of charged particle dynamical

degrees of freedom [73]. Hence, the action of the electric field at I+
+ on an outgoing charged particle

state with momentum pμ = γm[1, β⃗] is non-trivial and given by

Er(r, z, z̄)|p⟩out =
[

Qe2
4πγ 2r2

1
[1 − x̂(z, z̄) · β⃗]2

]
|p⟩out, (2.28)

where the righthand side is simply the classical Liénard-Wiechert field sourced by the particle.

Then, since gauge transformations are generated by the electric charge operator, under a large gauge

transformation, such a state acquires a phase

|p⟩out → exp

[
i 1e2
∫
I+
+

d2z γ zz̄ϵ+F(2)ru

]
|p⟩out

= exp

[
i
∫
I+
+

d2zγ zz̄ϵ+
(

1
4πγ 2

Q
[1 − x̂(z, z̄) · β⃗]2

)]
|p⟩out.

(2.29)
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Similarly, in-states transform as

|p⟩in → exp

[
i
∫
I−
−

d2zγ zz̄ϵ−
(

1
4πγ 2

Q
[1 + x̂(z, z̄) · β⃗]2

)]
|p⟩in. (2.30)

For an n-particle state, the phase will be a sum of n such terms. This phase replaces the much simpler

expression (2.26) for massless particles but nevertheless, as will be seen shortly, precisely reproduces

the soft factor for massive particles.

2.3.2 Ward Identity

We are now in a position to discuss the symmetries of the S-matrix. The symmetry transformations

(2.6) for massless matter fields have already been analyzed in [13], where it was demonstrated that the

charge

Q+
ϵ =

1
e2
∫
I+
−

d2zγ zz̄ϵ+(z, z̄)F(2)ru (z, z̄) (2.31)

generates the correct I+ symmetry transformation on the gauge field and matter fields. The form of

this charge is essentially fixed by the transformation law for the gauge field. We can use the leading

orderMaxwell equation (2.12) to turn this expression into an integral over I+. As discussed in section

2.2.4, the existence of massive particles generates charge flux through future timelike infinity, so the
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local charge operator takes the form

Q+
ϵ =

1
e2
∫
I+

γ zz̄dud2z ϵ+∂u(DzA(0)
z +Dz̄A(0)

z̄ ) +
1
e2
∫
I+
+

d2z γ zz̄ϵ+F(2)ru

=
1
e2
∫
S2
γ zz̄d2z ϵ+(DzF0

uz +Dz̄F0
uz̄) +

1
e2
∫
I+
+

d2z γ zz̄ϵ+F(2)ru . (2.32)

The first piece of the charge is written in terms of the soft photon operator and will be referred to

as the soft charge Q+
S . If we consider the fixed-angle charge by choosing ϵ(z, z̄) = δ2(z − w), then

the second term is simply the radial electric field in the direction (w, w̄) resulting from the charged

particles in the final state at i+. We label this term the hard charge Q+
H . It differs from the expression

for the hard charge in the massless case which involves an integral over I+.

An analogous computation can be performed at I−, where the hard charge encodes the radial elec-

tric field of the charged particles in the initial state at i−. The charge is given by

Q−
ϵ =

1
e2
∫
S2
γ zz̄d2z ϵ−(DzF0

vz +Dz̄F0
vz̄) +

1
e2
∫
I−
−

d2z γ zz̄ϵ−F(2)rv ≡ Q−
S + Q−

H . (2.33)

The statement that the transformations (2.6) are symmetries of the S-matrix is equivalent to the

statement that the charges (2.32) and (2.33) commute with the S-matrix:

⟨out|
(
Q+
ϵ S − SQ−

ϵ
)
|in⟩ = 0. (2.34)

In order to facilitate comparison with the soft theorem, we separate the hard and soft contributions
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and rearrange the Ward identity:

⟨out|
(
Q+

S S − SQ−
S
)
|in⟩ = −⟨out|

(
Q+

HS − SQ−
H
)
|in⟩. (2.35)

2.3.3 Soft Theorem→Ward Identity

The soft photon theorem for the emission of an outgoing photon in a scattering process with m in-

coming hard particles and (n−m) outgoing hard particles reads

lim
ω→0

ω⟨pm+1, . . . |aα(q)S|p1, . . . ⟩

= eω
[ n∑
k=m+1

Qk
pk · ϵα
pk · q

−
m∑

k=1

Qk
pk · ϵα
pk · q

]
⟨pm+1, . . . |S|p1, . . . ⟩.

(2.36)

A null momentum vector is uniquely specified by an energyω and a point z on the asymptotic sphere,

and so we parameterize the photon’s momentum as

qμ = ω[1, x̂(z, z̄)] ≡ ωq̂μ(z, z̄), (2.37)

where x̂ : S2 → R3 is an embedding of the unit sphere into flat three-dimensional space.

We parameterize a massive particle’s momentum as

pμk = γ kmk[1, β⃗k], (2.38)

wherem is the rest mass of the particle, β⃗ is the particle’s velocity and γ is the relativistic factor γ−2 =
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1 − β2.

We can relate the left-hand side of equation (2.36) to the zero mode operator defined in equation

(2.21) by taking a weighted sum over polarizations. If we perform the analogous operation on the

right-hand side and use the identity

∂zx̂i(z, z̄)
∑
α
ϵ∗αi

pk · ϵα
pk · q̂(z, z̄)

= ∂z log(pk · q̂), (2.39)

the soft theorem can be written

⟨pm+1, . . . |F0
uzS|p1, . . .⟩

= − e2
8π

[ n∑
k=m+1

Qk ∂z log(pk · q̂)−
m∑

k=1

Qk ∂z log(pk · q̂)
]
⟨pm+1, . . . |S|p1, . . .⟩.

(2.40)

The soft photon theorem for an incoming soft photon reads

lim
ω→0

ω⟨pm+1, . . . |Saα(q)†|p1, . . . ⟩

= −eω
[ n∑
k=m+1

Qk
pk · ϵ∗α
pk · q

−
m∑

k=1

Qk
pk · ϵ∗α
pk · q

]
⟨pm+1, . . . |S|p1, . . . ⟩.

(2.41)

An identical calculation yields

⟨pm+1, . . . |SF0
vz|p1, . . .⟩

=
e2
8π

[ n∑
k=m+1

Qk ∂z log(pk · q̂′)−
m∑

k=1

Qk ∂z log(pk · q̂′)
]
⟨pm+1, . . . |S|p1, . . .⟩,

(2.42)
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where q̂′ = [1,−x̂i(z, z̄)]. Taking the divergence of each equation, using global charge conservation,

and integrating against the respective gauge parameter, we find

⟨pm+1, . . . |
(∫

S2
d2zγ zz̄ϵ+(DzF0

uz +Dz̄F0
uz̄)

)
S|p1, . . .⟩

= − 1
2

∫
S2
d2zγ zz̄ϵ+r2

(
[E+

r ]out − [E+
r ]in
)
⟨pm+1, . . . |S|p1, . . .⟩ (2.43)

and

⟨pm+1, . . . |S
(∫

S2
d2zγ zz̄ϵ−(DzF0

vz +Dz̄F0
vz̄)

)
|p1, . . .⟩

=
1
2

∫
S2
d2zγ zz̄ϵ−r2

(
[E−

r ]out − [E−
r ]in
)
⟨pm+1, . . . |S|p1, . . .⟩. (2.44)

Taking the difference and using the matching conditions (2.14)-(2.16), we obtain

⟨pm+1, . . . |Q+
S S − SQ−

S |p1, . . .⟩

= − 1
e2
∫
S2
d2zγ zz̄r2

(
ϵ+Er

∣∣
I+
+
− ϵ−Er

∣∣
I−
−

)
⟨pm+1, . . . |S|p1, . . .⟩ (2.45)

= −⟨pm+1, . . . |Q+
HS − SQ−

H |p1, . . .⟩.

This precisely reproduces the Ward identity (2.35).

In conclusion, while the details are more intricate than the massless case, the soft photon theorem

can be recast as the Ward identity of an infinite-dimensional asymptotic symmetry group for abelian
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gauge theories with massive particles, and therefore these theories also enjoy the large gauge symme-

tries.
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3
Soft Factorization in QED from 2D

Kac-Moody Symmetry

3.1 Introduction

The scattering amplitudes of any 4D quantum field theory can be rewritten in the form of correlation

functions on the ‘celestial sphere’ at null infinity, denoted CS2[20] . For massless particles one simply
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represents asymptotic particle states by an operator (carrying labels such as energy, spin or charge)

at the point on CS2 at which they enter or exit Minkowski space. This chapter focuses on massive

particles in a plane wave basis, which are instead labelled by a point on the unit 3D hyperbola H3

rather than CS2. Nevertheless, using the bulk-to-boundary propagator on H3, we obtain a precise

representation of these states as smeared operators on CS2 [21, 22, 56, 74]. Alternatively, by working

in a conformal basis (as opposed to plane wave basis), massive asymptotic states can be associated to

local operators on CS2[56, 57]. A similar analysis as given herein should apply but is beyond the scope

of this dissertation.

The utility of so rewriting the S-matrix devolves from the fact that the Lorentz group acts as the

global conformal group SL(2,C) on CS2. This implies that these correlators share many properties

with those of a 2DCFTon the sphere and are subject tomanyof the same constraints. This connection

is strengthened by the observation [10] that, once coupled to gravity, the global group is enhanced to

the full infinite-dimensional local conformal group.

In this chapter we further explore the connection between 4D scattering amplitudes in abelian

gauge theory and 2D CFT. For one, it had been noted [20, 75] that soft photon insertions in the 4D

S-matrix studied in the previous chapter are equivalent to insertions of aU(1)Kac-Moody current on

CS2. 2D CFTs with such a current enjoy a well-known factorization property: every correlator on the

sphere is a product of a current algebra correlator with a correlator of ‘stripped’ operators which de-

couple from the current algebra. It is natural to ask if this 2D factorization lifts to the full 4DS-matrix.

Indeed we show this is precisely the content of the ‘soft factorization theorem’ [76–78] in 4D abelian

gauge theory. The latter states that the S-matrix factorizes into a hard and soft part, distinguished by
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the introduction of an IR scale. The leading soft S-matrix contains all soft and collinear poles. We

show that it can be efficiently reproduced by the 2D U(1) current algebra with the level given by the

cusp anomalous dimension.

The literature on the abelian soft factor largely concerns electrically charged asymptotic particles.

However when expressed as a 2D current algebra, the general case including magnetic charges [79]

is extremely natural and in some respects simpler than the pure electric case. The soft photon cur-

rent is complexified and is the gradient of a 2D scalar living on the torus whose modular parameter

is τ = 2πi
e2 + θ

2π . This scalar can be identified as the Goldstone boson of the spontaneously bro-

ken large electric and magnetic gauge symmetries. We use this current algebra to derive the soft S-

matrix when asymptotic particles carry magnetic as well as electric charges, and conjecture that it is

non-perturbatively exact.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 establishes our conventions and reviews the CS2

smearing function formassive particles in terms of the bulk-to-boundary propagator onH3. In section

3.3 , the 2D current algebra description of soft electric Wilson lines is given. In section 3.4, the 2D cur-

rents are related to the gauge field at the boundaries of null infinity. Section 3.5 computes soft Wilson

line expectation values and identifies the current algebra level with the cusp anomalous dimension. In

section 3.6, magneticWilson (‘t Hooft) operators are incorporated, duality transformation properties

are studied and an identification of the complexified soft photon and Goldstone currents is proposed.

In section 3.7, the expectation value of general electromagnetically chargedWilson lines with soft pho-

ton insertions is computed. Section 3.8 relates this formula to the soft part of the S-matrix in abelian

gauge theory.
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3.2 Abelian gauge theory in hyperbolic coordinates

In this section, we introduce a hyperbolic slicing ofMinkowski space and recast the electric large sym-

metry from the previous chapter in this coordinate system.

The hyperbolic coordinates

xμ = τ
2ρ (n

μ + ρ2q̂μ(z, z̄)) , (3.1)

cover the past and future lightcones of the origin inMinkowski space, where xμ are the standardCarte-

sian coordinates and nμ and qμ(z, z̄) are null vectors

nμ ≡ (1, 0, 0,−1), q̂μ(z, z̄) ≡
(
1 + z̄z, z+ z̄,−i(z− z̄), 1 − z̄z

)
, (3.2)

obeying

nμq̂μ(z, z̄) = −2, q̂μ(z, z̄)q̂μ(w, w̄) = −2|z− w|2. (3.3)

In these coordinates, the Minkowski line element takes the form

ds2 = −dτ2 + τ2
(dρ2
ρ2 + ρ2dzdz̄

)
, (3.4)

where surfaces of constant τ2 = −xμxμ are the hyperbolic plane H3, while (z, z̄) parametrizes the

celestial sphere denoted CS2. The region of real τ is the interior of the lightcone emanating from the

origin. The region outside this lightcone corresponds to imaginary (τ, ρ) and a dS3 slicing but will
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not be needed herein. These coordinates provide a resolution of future (past) timelike infinity i+ (i−)

to a spacelike hyperboloid H+
3 (H−

3 ) that is obtained by taking the limit τ → ∞ at fixed (ρ, z, z̄)

with ρ > 0 (ρ < 0). The boundary of anyH3 with positive (negative) ρ is the S2 intersection of the

future (past) lightcone of the origin with null infinity I . Points at a given value of (z, z̄) on I− lie at

antipodal angles to those at the same value on I+.

Recall from the previous chapter, the non-trivial ‘large’ gauge transformations [13, 75] include those

which approach a u-independent function

ϵ(z, z̄) ≡ ϵ(z, z̄, u = τ/ρ, r = τρ = ∞) (3.5)

at I+ and the boundary ofH+
3 . In Lorenz gauge∇μAμ = □ϵ = 0, the bulk gauge parameter that

generates this large gauge symmetry is

ϵ(x) =
∫

d2w G
(
x;w, w̄

)
ϵ(w, w̄), (3.6)

where

G
(
x;w, w̄

)
= − 1

2π
x2

[x · q̂(w, w̄)]2 . (3.7)

Evaluating G in the coordinate system (3.1), one finds it is τ-independent

G
(
ρ, z, z̄;w, w̄

)
=

1
2π

ρ2
[ρ2|z− w|2 + 1]2

. (3.8)
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Moreover, near the boundary ofH+
3

lim
ρ→∞

G
(
ρ, z, z̄;w, w̄

)
= δ2(z− w). (3.9)

This immediately implies that the bulk expression (3.6) for ϵ in Lorenz gauge obeys (3.5). G may be

recognized as the familiar bulk-to-boundary propagator for a massless scalar on H3 encountered in

studies of AdS/CFT. Finally, it follows from the construction (3.6) that ϵ obeys

ϵ(z, z̄)
∣∣
I+ = ϵ(z, z̄)

∣∣
I− , (3.10)

and hence obeys the antipodal matching condition (2.16) for the electric large gauge symmetries of

QED [13, 21, 22].

3.3 Soft photon current algebra

In this sectionwe describe the soft photon insertions and softWilson lines that comprise the soft sector

of theS-matrix. Any 4DS-matrix element involving nmassless particlesmay, by a change of notation,

be rewritten as a 2D ‘correlation function’ on CS2 with n operator insertions

An = ⟨O1(z1, z̄1) · · ·On(zn, z̄n)⟩, (3.11)
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where each operatorOk(zk, z̄k) creates or annihilates a massless particle which pierces null infinity at

zk =
p1k + ip2k
Ek + p3k

, (3.12)

where we take Ek to be positive (negative) for outgoing (incoming) particles. Ok in general carries

other suppressed labels such as the spin or electric charge Qk. SL(2,C) Lorentz invariance implies

global conformal invariance of the correlation functions (3.11).

In this chapter, we seek to describe the coupling to the gauge field of timelikeWilson lines on asymp-

totic trajectories xμk (s) = pμk s describing massive1 charged particles. Massive particles in momentum

eigenstates do not reach I+ and cannot be associated with local operators at unique points on CS2.2

Instead pk
mk

, which obeys p2k
m2

k
= −1, labels a point on the asymptotic hyperbolaH+

3 describing future

timelike infinity [21, 56]. The Wilson line for a charge Qk particle is described by a smeared operator

of the form [21, 22, 74]

WQk(pk) ≡ exp
[
iQk

∫
d2w G

(
pk;w, w̄

)
φE(w, w̄)

]
, (3.13)

where the bulk-to-boundary propagator G was given in (3.7) and φE is a local operator (constructed

from the boundary gauge field in the next section) on CS2 which we refer to as the electric Goldstone

1Complications arise for massless charged particles at the loop level because the coupling constant runs in
the deep IR.

2There is however an alternate basis of boost-eigenstate wave functions which are associated to local opera-
tors on CS2[56].
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boson. The superscript E distinguishes it from its magnetic counterpart which will appear later. Un-

der a large gauge transformation it transforms as a Goldstone mode

δϵφE(z, z̄) = ϵ(z, z̄), (3.14)

implying a periodicity

φE ∼ φE + 2π. (3.15)

As shown in [21, 22, 74] the smearing function is uniquely determined by the symmetries at hand to be

the bulk-to-boundary propagator G. Under a large gauge transformation one easily finds using (3.14)

δϵWQk(pk) = iQkϵ(pk)WQk(pk), (3.16)

as required by (2.6). It has the property that it approaches a delta-function as the particle is boosted

to the speed of light so that the exponent of (3.13) becomes local. As Ek → ∞ at fixed mass,

WQk(pk) → eiQkφE(zk,z̄k) ≡ WQk(zk, z̄k), δϵWQk(zk, z̄k) = iQkϵ(zk, z̄k)WQk(zk, z̄k), (3.17)

where zk is the point on CS2 to which pk asymptotes.

We note that the operators WQk themselves do not create physical states. Rather the operators

creating charged asymptotic particles are decomposed into soft operators that transform nontrivially

under large gauge transformationsWQk and hard neutral operators Õk which decouple from the soft
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gauge field,

Ok(pk) = WQk(pk)Õk(pk). (3.18)

This decomposition into hard and soft factors is not unique, and our choice is unconventional. We

define it here so that the soft part has strictly zero energy and transforms simply under SL(2,C). This

contrasts with Wilson lines localized to a line in spacetime which actually have infinite energy.

Nowwe turn to the soft photon current Jz which lives on CS2 and, as specified in the next section,

is the difference of gauge field strength zeromodes integrated along null generators ofI± [13, 26]. The

soft photon theorem implies that large gauge transformations are generated by S-matrix insertions of

contour integrals on CS2 of Jz. This can be seen by noting that these modes appear on the lefthand

side of (2.40) and (2.42). Upon rewriting the 4D scattering amplitudes for massless charged particles

as 2D correlators, the difference of these equations is precisely the form of a Kac-MoodyWard identity

(see for example (3.54) below which includes the generalization to magnetic charges).

In the ultra-relativistic limit (3.17),

JzWQk(zk, z̄k) ∼
Qk

z− zk
WQk(zk, z̄k). (3.19)

This is in turns implies the OPE

JzφE(w, w̄) ∼ − i
z− w . (3.20)

It may be checked [21, 22, 74] that (3.20) correctly reproduces the general large gauge transformation

(3.16).
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3.4 Boundary gauge modes

In this section we will express both the soft photon current Jz and the electric Goldstone current de-

fined as

SEz = i∂zφE (3.21)

in terms of boundary values of the photon field. A priori there are four independent boundary values

A(0)
z
∣∣
I+
+
, A(0)

z
∣∣
I+
−
, A(0)

z
∣∣
I−
+
, A(0)

z
∣∣
I−
−
, (3.22)

whereA(0)
z is the leading, non-vanishing piece of the gauge field at I and I+

± (I−
± ) are the future/past

boundaries of future (past) null infinity. The electric matching condition (2.15) equates two of these3

A(0)
z
∣∣
I+
−
= A(0)

z
∣∣
I−
+
. (3.23)

Another two combinations are related4 to ingoing and outgoing soft photon currents (see (2.21) and

(2.22))

e2∂zN− =

∫
dvF(0)vz = A(0)

z
∣∣
I−
+
−A(0)

z
∣∣
I−
−
,

e2∂zN =

∫
duF(0)uz = A(0)

z
∣∣
I+
+
−A(0)

z
∣∣
I+
−
. (3.24)

3This condition is modified in the presence of magnetic charges [79].

4In a gauge withAu
∣∣
I+ = 0 andAv

∣∣
I− = 0.
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The soft photon current is defined by time-ordered insertions of the difference

Jz = 4π∂z(N− −N) =
4π
e2
(
A(0)

z
∣∣
I+
−
+A(0)

z
∣∣
I−
+
−A(0)

z
∣∣
I−
−
−A(0)

z
∣∣
I+
+

)
. (3.25)

The equality (up to a sign) of the soft theorem for ingoing and outgoing photons implies the vanishing

of time-ordered insertions of5

e2(∂zN+ ∂zN−) = A(0)
z
∣∣
I+
+
−A(0)

z
∣∣
I−
−
− (A(0)

z
∣∣
I+
−
−A(0)

z
∣∣
I−
+
) = 0. (3.26)

A remaining linear combination is the Goldstone current

SEz =
i
4

(
A(0)

z
∣∣
I+
+
+A(0)

z
∣∣
I+
−
+A(0)

z
∣∣
I−
+
+A(0)

z
∣∣
I−
−

)
. (3.27)

SEz can be thought of as the ‘constant part’ ofA(0)
z . Under a large gauge transformation

δϵSEz = i∂zϵ, (3.28)

in agreement with (3.14).

5This invokes the standard assumption that the ingoing and outgoing vacua are the same. It is interesting
to relax this but we shall not do so here. See [32].
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3.5 Soft Wilson lines

In this section, we complete the definition of the 2D Kac-Moody current algebra by specifying the

OPEs of the Goldstone currents and compute the soft matrix element of two Wilson operators. Al-

though the physical picture is different, the computation of this section is reminiscent of that in

[80]. SL(2,C) Lorentz-conformal invariance dictates that all of the current OPEs are proportional to

1
(z−w)2 .

6 The soft photon current is itself neutral, so

JzJw ∼ 0. (3.29)

It follows from (3.20) that

JzSEw ∼ 1
(z− w)2 . (3.30)

Finally we have7

SEzSEw ∼ k
(z− w)2 , (3.31)

for some constant kwhich we now determine by comparison with Wilson line expectation values.

First, we calculate the correlation function of two WQk operators. We parameterize massive mo-

6Terms proportional to 1
z−w are absent because we are considering abelian gauge theory.

7The operatorsWQk introduced in the previous section are normal-ordered so that such singular terms are
removed in the expansion of the exponent in powers of φE.
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menta as

pμk =
mk
2ρk

(
nμ + ρ2kq̂(zk, z̄k)

)
, (3.32)

with outgoing (incoming) asymptotic particles having ρk > 0 (ρk < 0). The Wilson operators

themselves are constructed from φE itself (rather than SEz ) whose two-point function has ambiguities.

To avoid these ambiguities, we differentiate and then fix the re-integration constants using SL(2,C).

Consider the following derivative of the logarithm of the two-point function

∂zk∂zℓ log⟨WQk(pk)WQℓ
(pℓ)⟩

=

[
iQk

∫
d2z∂zkG(pk; z, z̄)

] [
iQℓ

∫
d2w∂zℓG(pℓ;w, w̄)

]
×
[⟨: φE(z, z̄)WQk(pk) :: φE(w, w̄)WQℓ

(pℓ) :⟩
⟨WQk(pk)WQℓ

(pℓ)⟩

−
⟨: φE(z, z̄)WQk(pk) : WQℓ

(pℓ)⟩⟨WQk(pk) : φE(w, w̄)WQℓ
(pℓ) :⟩

⟨WQk(pk)WQℓ
(pℓ)⟩2

]
.

(3.33)

Colons are used in the above expression to specify which products of operators have been normal-

ordered (i.e. singularities at zero separation have been removed). The symmetry in the arguments of

G implies

∂zkG(ρk, zk, z̄k; z, z̄) = −∂zG(ρk, zk, z̄k; z, z̄), (3.34)

and allows for theuse of integration-by-parts to turn the scalar fieldsφE into their current counterparts

SEz . Then, using the operator product expansion of the SEz currents, one finds

∂zk∂zℓ log⟨WQk(pk)WQℓ
(pℓ)⟩ = QkQℓ

∫
d2z
∫

d2w G(pk; z, z̄)G(pℓ;w, w̄)
k

(z− w)2 .
(3.35)
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Next, we use the identity

G(ρk, zk, z̄k; z, z̄) =
1
2π ∂z∂z̄ log (pk · q̂(z, z̄)) =

1
2π ∂zk∂z̄k log (pk · q̂(z, z̄)) , (3.36)

and integration-by-parts to evaluate the integral over the (w, w̄) plane

∂zk∂zℓ log⟨WQk(pk)WQℓ
(pℓ)⟩ = −kQkQℓ∂zk∂zℓ

∫ d2z
2π ∂z log (pk · q̂(z, z̄)) ∂z̄ log (pℓ · q̂(z, z̄)) .

(3.37)

Using the completeness relation

∂zq̂μ∂z̄q̂ν + ∂z̄q̂μ∂zq̂ν = 2ημν + nμq̂ν + q̂μnν , (3.38)

the remaining integral may be rewritten as

∫ d2z
2π ∂z log (pk · q̂(z, z̄)) ∂z̄ log (pℓ · q̂(z, z̄))

=

∫ d2z
2π

[
pk · pℓ

(pk · q̂(z, z̄)) (pℓ · q̂(z, z̄))
+

pk · n
2pk · q̂(z, z̄)

+
pℓ · n

2pℓ · q̂(z, z̄)

]
.

(3.39)

Upon integrating, the last two terms are zk- and zℓ-independent and consequently drop out of (3.37).

Moreover, the first term is SL(2,C) invariant on its own. Hence after dropping the last two terms, we

may remove the derivatives on both sides to obtain

log⟨WQk(pk)WQℓ
(pℓ)⟩ = −kQkQℓ

∫ d2z
2π

pk · pℓ
(pk · q̂(z, z̄)) (pℓ · q̂(z, z̄))

+ c0, (3.40)
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where c0 is a soon-to-be fixed integration constant. The integral can be evaluated using Schwinger

parameters, resulting in

∫ d2z
2π

pk · pℓ
(pk · q̂(z, z̄)) (pℓ · q̂(z, z̄))

= −γ kℓ coth γ kℓ, (3.41)

where

cosh γ kℓ ≡
pk · pℓ√
−p2k

√
−p2ℓ

. (3.42)

This defines γ kℓ up to shifts by 2πi. γ kℓ is real if one particle is outgoing and one particle is incoming,

and vanishes if they are collinear (but not null). The result for two outgoing or two incoming particles,

for which the righthand side is negative, is obtained by analytic continuation. Namely, defining a

parameter βkℓ that is real for these configurations

coshβkℓ ≡ − pk · pℓ√
−p2k

√
−p2ℓ

, (3.43)

the desired result is obtained by replacing

γ kℓ coth γ kℓ → (βkℓ − iπ) cothβkℓ (3.44)

in (3.41). Focusing on the case of one outgoing and one incoming particle and integrating (3.37), one
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finds

⟨WQk(pk)WQℓ
(pℓ)⟩ = δ0,Qk+Qℓ

exp
[
kQkQℓ

(
γ kℓ coth γ kℓ − 1

) ]
≡ δ0,Qk+Qℓ

exp [−Γ kℓ] , (3.45)

where c0 was fixed by demanding that the two-point function reduce to unity whenQk+Qℓ = 0 and

pk + pℓ = 0 .

The standard quantum field theory result for the anomalous dimension of a pair of timelikeWilson

lines is

Γ kℓ =


−Γ cuspQkQℓ

(
γ kℓ coth γ kℓ − 1

)
, pk · pℓ > 0

−Γ cuspQkQℓ

(
(βkℓ − iπ) cothβkℓ − 1

)
, pk · pℓ < 0

, (3.46)

where the constant

Γ cusp ≡
e2
4π2 (3.47)

is known as the cusp anomalous dimension. Exact agreement of our expression (3.45) with this result

follows if we identify Goldstone current algebra level (3.31) with (3.47)

k = Γ cusp. (3.48)

This is a central result of this chapter.

This method for computing the correlation function of two Wilson operators will be extended to

the calculation of n-point functions of Wilson operators with both electric and magnetic charges in

section 3.7.
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3.6 Magnetic charges

This section generalizes to theories with magnetically charged particles and non-zero vacuum angle θ.

We focus on the ultra-boosted local operators of the form (3.17), but the results presented can be easily

generalized to the more generic smeared operators associated to massive particles.

The addition of magnetic charges is more than just a technical generalization. There is no known

non-perturbative abelian gauge theorywithoutmagneticmonopoles, and so onemight expect the full

soft structure to reflect this. Indeed we shall find that the inclusion of magnetic degrees of freedom

both complexifies and simplifies the soft structure relative to the purely electric case, leading to an

elegant and simplified structure for the current algebra.

3.6.1 Duality covariant formulation

In the presence of a θ angle the allowed electric andmagnetic charges ek and gk live on the charge lattice

ek + igk = e(Qk + τMk), (3.49)

where

Qk,Mk ∈ Z, τ = θ
2π +

2πi
e2 . (3.50)

Magnetic charges lead to a second set of large gauge symmetries which can be interpreted as large gauge

transformations of the dual magnetic potential [79]. These are naturally incorporated as a complexi-

fication of the original electric ones. The complexified gauge parameter lives on the torus defined by
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the dual of the charge lattice

ϵ ∼ ϵ+ 2πi
τ2

(p+ τq) , p, q ∈ Z. (3.51)

An important role in the following is played by the ‘shadow transform’ which appears in CFT

analyses8. The shadow operator of a dimension (0, 1) 2D operator, which we denote by a bar, is

J̄z ≡ −
∫ d2w

2π
1

(z− w)2 Jw̄. (3.52)

We will find it very convenient to discuss only Jz and J̄z, and not Jz̄. No information is lost in this

choice because Jz̄ correlators can always be constructed from an inverse shadow transform using the

identity ∫
d2v 1

2π(z− v)2
1

2π(w̄− v̄)2 = δ2(z− w). (3.53)

The gaugepotential is not a duality-invariant concept and is not a prioriwell-defined in thepresence

of both electric and magnetic charges. However, the soft theorem involves a zero mode of the field

strength and so is covariant. The soft theorem receives magnetic corrections

⟨JzO1(p1) · · ·On(pn)⟩ =
n∑

k=1

Qk + τMk
z− zk

⟨O1(p1) · · ·On(pn)⟩,

⟨̄JzO1(p1) · · ·On(pn)⟩ =
n∑

k=1

Qk + τ̄Mk
z− zk

⟨O1(p1) · · ·On(pn)⟩,
(3.54)

8See [81] for a recent discussion. The construction of a stress tensor from soft graviton modes in [82] also
used a shadow transform.
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where J̄z is the shadow transform of Jz̄. In the absence of magnetic charges, the righthand sides are

equal so we did not need to introduce J̄z.

The soft sector has an electromagnetic duality symmetry even if the full theory does not. Under

SL(2,Z)

τ → aτ + b
cτ + d ,

Qk

Mk

→

 a −b

−c d


Qk

Mk

 ,

a b

c d

 ∈ SL(2,Z). (3.55)

These relations imply that the soft factor transforms as a modular form of weight minus one

Qk + τMk
z− zk

→ 1
cτ + d

Qk + τMk
z− zk

. (3.56)

This in turn fixes the transformations of the soft photon currents

Jz →
Jz

cτ + d , J̄z →
J̄z

cτ̄ + d . (3.57)

The Wilson operators (3.13) generalize to vertex operators of the form

W(Qk,Mk)(zk) = exp
[ i
2 (Qk + τMk) Φ̄ (zk) + i

2 (Qk + τ̄Mk)Φ (zk)
]
, (3.58)

whereΦ is a complex chiral boson whose real and imaginary parts are the electric and magnetic Gold-

stone bosons, φE and φM, respectively. As befits a Goldstone boson,Φ lives on the same torus as the
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gauge parameter

Φ ∼ Φ +
2πi
τ2

(p+ τq) , Φ̄ ∼ Φ̄ − 2πi
τ2

(p+ τ̄q) , p, q ∈ Z. (3.59)

Duality invariance of the vertex operatorsW(Qk,Mk) fixes the transformations

Φ → (cτ̄ + d)Φ , Φ̄ → (cτ + d)Φ̄ . (3.60)

To reproduce the soft theorem, these scalars must obey the OPEs with the soft photon currents

JzΦ (w) ∼ 0, JzΦ̄ (w) ∼ − 2i
z−w ,

J̄zΦ (w) ∼ − 2i
z−w , J̄zΦ̄ (w) ∼ 0.

(3.61)

It follows that under large gauge transformations parametrized by a locally holomorphic function ϵ

δϵΦ (z) = 0, δ̄ϵΦ (z) = 2ϵ(z),

δϵΦ̄ (z) = 2ϵ(z), δ̄ϵΦ̄ (z) = 0,
(3.62)

where δϵ and δ̄ϵ are the transformations generated by contour integrals of Jz and J̄z, respectively. As

before, Goldstone currents can be constructed from the Goldstone bosons

Sz = i∂zΦ , S̄z = i∂zΦ̄ , (3.63)
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where these obey

Sz → (cτ̄ + d)Sz, S̄z → (cτ + d)S̄z. (3.64)

Demanding the desired result (3.46) for purely electric Wilson operators together with duality invari-

ance implies

SzSw ∼ 0, S̄zS̄w ∼ 0, SzS̄w ∼
2Γ cusp

(z− w)2 . (3.65)

3.6.2 Current identifications

It might seem from our treatment so far that Sz and Jz are independent 2D currents. However in this

section we argue that in fact there is a redundancy and one may consistently set

Sz = Γ cusp Jz, S̄z = Γ cusp J̄z, (3.66)

reducing the current algebra to a single complex current. (3.66) is consistent with the duality transfor-

mations (3.57) and (3.64) as well as theOPEs (3.61). Without such an identification, we have toomany

fields in the sense that soft photon insertions are described by Jz, and Sz do not comprise a second

set. Sz was introduced as the Goldstone mode and appears in Wilson operators associated to charged

particles. The identification (3.66) asserts that the Jz, J̄z current algebra alone can compute the full

soft factor of the S-matrix.
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The identification (3.66) immediately implies the OPE

Jz J̄w ∼ 2
Γ cusp(z− w)2 . (3.67)

One might expect that this relation could be unambiguously checked from the definition of the soft

photon current as the soft ω → 0 limit of the photon field operator. However, it turns out that the

OPE of Jz and Jw̄ has a δ2(z − w) contact term proportional to ωδ(ω). The latter depends on the

detailedmanner in whichω → 0 and can be defined to take any value. This is familiar: it often occurs

in CFT that a prescription is needed for contact terms. Constructing J̄z as the shadow transform of Jz̄,

the ambiguity in the contact term becomes an ambiguity in the 1
(z−w)2 term in the JzJ̄w OPE. Hence

at this level (3.67) can simply be regarded as a prescription for the contact term.

Given this prescription for the contact term, we define the two currents

Bz = Sz − Γ cusp Jz, B̄z = S̄z − Γ cusp J̄z. (3.68)

It is then easy to check that all OPEs involving Bz or B̄z vanish:

BzS̄w ∼ BzJ̄w ∼ B̄zSw ∼ B̄zJw ∼ 0. (3.69)

Hence it decouples andmay be ignored. This suggest that we quotient out the Bz current algebra and

view Jz as the fundamental current with OPE (3.67). This current is related to the Goldstone mode
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by

Jz =
i

Γ cusp
∂zΦ , J̄z =

i
Γ cusp

∂zΦ̄ . (3.70)

3.6.3 Sugawara stress-energy and central charge

The Sugawara stress-energy tensor is obtained by inverting the matrix of current levels

Tzz =
1
2
Γ cusp Jz J̄z. (3.71)

Insertions (or scattering of) this operator generate the full infinite-dimensional group of local confor-

mal transformations (not just SL(2,C)) on the currents. The conformal weight (or dimension) of a

vertex operatorW(Qk,Mk) is

h =
Γ cusp

2
|Qk + τMk|2 =

|Qk + τMk|2

4πτ2
. (3.72)

It would be interesting to explore the possibility of enhanced symmetries at values of the coupling for

which this becomes integral. To compute the central charge, we note the OPE

TzzTww ∼ 1
(z− w)4 + · · · , (3.73)

giving a central charge

c = 2. (3.74)
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3.7 Non-perturbative soft S-matrix

Soft factors associated to generic scattering processes appear in our language as (connected)9 correla-

tion functions of soft photon currents and Wilson operators

⟨Jz1 · · · Jzr J̄zr+1 · · · J̄zmW(Q1,M1) · · ·W(Qn,Mn)⟩. (3.75)

To evaluate these correlation functions, the soft photon current algebra is first used to evaluate the con-

tributions from insertions of Jz and J̄z and obtain an expression only involving a correlation function

ofW(Qk,Mk) operators

⟨Jz1 · · · Jzr J̄zr+1 · · · J̄zmW(Q1,M1) · · ·W(Qn,Mn)⟩

=
r∏

i=1

m∏
k=r+1

[ n∑
j=1

(Qj + τMj)∂zi log
(
pj · q̂(zi, z̄i)

)][ n∑
ℓ=1

(Qℓ + τ̄Mℓ)∂zk log
(
pℓ · q̂(zk, z̄k)

)]

× ⟨W(Q1,M1) · · ·W(Qn,Mn)⟩.

(3.76)

Then, the correlation function ofW(Qk,Mk) operators can be calculated by applying the same tech-

9The product of Jz’s and J̄z’s has been normal-ordered to remove contact terms arising from the non-zero
current algebra level (3.67), since these correspond to disconnected Feynman diagrams.
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nique used in section 3.5

⟨Jz1 · · · Jzr J̄zr+1 · · · J̄zmW(Q1,M1) · · ·W(Qn,Mn)⟩

=
r∏

i=1

m∏
k=r+1

[ n∑
j=1

(Qj + τMj)∂zi log
(
pj · q̂(zi, z̄i)

)][ n∑
ℓ=1

(Qℓ + τ̄Mℓ)∂zk log
(
pℓ · q̂(zk, z̄k)

)]

× δ0,
∑

s Qsδ0,
∑

t Mt

n∏
p,q=1
p ̸=q

exp
(
−Γ pq

)
,

(3.77)

where Γ kℓ now takes the duality invariant form

Γ kℓ =


− e2Q⃗k·Q⃗ℓ

4π2

(
γ kℓ coth γ kℓ − 1

)
, pk · pℓ > 0

− e2Q⃗k·Q⃗ℓ

4π2

(
(βkℓ − iπ) cothβkℓ − 1

)
, pk · pℓ < 0

, (3.78)

with

Q⃗k · Q⃗ℓ ≡
1
2
(Qk + τMk) (Qℓ + τ̄Mℓ) +

1
2
(Qk + τ̄Mk) (Qℓ + τMℓ) . (3.79)

Setting all magnetic chargesMk to zero, one recovers the result for electric large gauge symmetry. On

the other hand, when the asymptotic particles carry magnetic charge, we have derived a new and fully

SL(2,Z) duality covariant expression for the soft factor associated to the complexified large gauge

symmetry of abelian gauge theory. We conjecture that (3.77) is non-perturbatively exact in theories

with both electric and magnetic charges.
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3.8 Soft factorization

The soft factorization theorem in QED states that, to all orders in perturbation theory, the S-matrix

factorizes into a hard and a soft part, where all collinear and soft poles reside in the soft part, and

the hard part is finite. Precise statements may be found in [76–78] and references therein. Roughly

speaking the scattering amplitudes obey

⟨· · · qm; · · · kr; · · · pn|S|q1 · · · ; k1 · · · ; p1 · · · ⟩
qi soft−→

⟨· · · kr; · · · p̂n|k1 · · · ; p̂1 · · · ⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸
hard

⟨· · · qm|WQn(pn) · · ·WQ1(p1)|q1 · · · ⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸
soft

.
(3.80)

In the above formula, qi (ki) represent asymptotic single-particle soft (hard) photons and pj represent

asymptotic hard electrons (or positrons). The field which creates asymptotic hard electrons ψ (pk) is

decomposed as ψ (pk) ∼ ψ̂ (pk)WQk(pk) and p̂k in (3.80) denotes a ‘stripped’ asymptotic electron

which decouples from the soft photon. The factorization occurs at leading order in a physical power

counting parameter λ that sets the soft scale, thereby distinguishing soft from hard momenta. While

there is not a unique choice for this IR scale, it is generally defined by q0i
p0j

∼ O(λ)where q0i and p0j are

the energies of the soft and hard asymptotic states respectively.

The full amplitude on the left hand side of (3.80) diverges as 1
Ω =

∏m
i=1(q0i )−1 as qi → 0.10 These

are the soft poles, and their residues may be obtained simply by multiplying byΩ and setting qi =

10There are additional IRdivergences due to virtual photons, which are the leading divergences in the absence
of external soft photons (m = 0).
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0.11 The structure of the resulting leading soft amplitude is reproduced by (3.77)-(3.79) specialized

of course to electric charges only. In particular, the singular terms in the OPE between soft photon

currents and Wilson operators reproduce the leading-order tree-level exact soft factor [76–78]. In

addition, the correlators of Wilson operators reproduce the exponentiated leading-order 1-loop exact

virtual soft divergence, where the IRdivergent prefactor does not appear as a result of our procedure of

matching the anomalous dimensions of 2D and 4D operators. We conclude that the 2D Jz, J̄z current

algebra computes the soft amplitude of theQEDS-matrix.12 Rewriting theS-matrix as a correlator on

CS2 and using the hard/soft decomposition defined in (3.18), the soft factorization theorem is simply

the familiar 2D current algebra factorization formula

⟨Jz1 · · · Jzr J̄zr+1 · · · J̄zmO1 · · ·On⟩

= ⟨Õ1 · · · Õn⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸
hard

⟨Jz1 · · · Jzr J̄zr+1 · · · J̄zmW(Q1,M1) · · ·W(Qn,Mn)⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸
soft

,
(3.81)

specialized to electric charges only.

In conclusion, the soft factorization theorem in abelian gauge theory and current algebra factoriza-

tion of 2D CFT correlators are the same thing. Moreover, 2D current algebra techniques are compu-

tationally effective for determining the soft S-matrix of 4D abelian gauge theory.

11There is also universality in the subleading term in the qi expansion that would be of interest to study.

12Strictly speaking, the current algebra reproduces the soft part of the S-matrix for a particular choice of the
ratio of the IR regulator to the soft/hard separation scale. This result might be obtained more naturally by
working with appropriately dressed asymptotic states [32] in a conformal basis [57].
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4
Gravitational Memory in Higher

Dimensions

4.1 Introduction

In four spacetime dimensions, a triangular equivalence has been established between Weinberg’s soft

graviton theorem, a subgroup of past and future BMS symmetries, and the gravitational memory
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effect [11, 12, 26, 34], indicating a richuniversality in thedeep infrared (IR).Manymanifestations of this

universal IR triangle have been found in a variety of systems, some ofwhich appear in this dissertation.

In this chapter, we address gravitating systems and construct an IR triangle in even dimensions greater

than four.

Apuzzle immediately arises. In a number of papers, it has been claimed that there is no gravitational

memory or BMS symmetry above d = 4 [58–65]. On the other hand, the soft graviton theorem holds

in any number of dimensions, and the associated infinity of conservation laws/symmetries should

follow from matching conditions near spatial infinity. The full triangle including symmetries and

memories should be traceable starting from the soft theorem corner. Indeed the memory effect is just

a Fourier transform with respect to time of the soft theorem.

In this chapter we resolve this puzzle. Metric components contain both radiative and Coulombic

termswhich fall off like r1− d
2 and r3−d respectively. These fall offs are the same only in d = 4. We find a

memory effect for any even dimension dwhich falls off as r3−d like the Coulombic components. This

does not in any way contradict the results of [64, 65] which consider memory effects only at order

r1− d
2 . Moreover we show that the memory effect exhibits universal behavior, meaning that for any

even d, it sits at a corner of a triangle that includes both the soft graviton theorem and asymptotic

symmetries/conservation laws.

A number of interesting phenomena arise along the way. In particular, the Goldstone boson of

the associated symmetry breaking on the boundary of I is hidden in a subradiative component of

the metric appearing at the order of Coulombic terms in the form of an undetermined integration

constant in the perturbative large-r solution. The leading soft graviton theorem in higher dimensions
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is not related to IR divergences and has a structure which resembles subleading soft theorems in d = 4

[10, 15], for which this analysis may contain some lessons.

Overlapping results were independently obtained by Mao and Ouyang in [43] and Campiglia and

Coito in [83]. A memory effect at order r3−d was also found in [84].

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.2, we present relevant formulas of linearized grav-

ity in harmonic gauge, impose boundary conditions on the metric perturbations and determine the

resulting residual gauge symmetry. In section 4.3, we focus on gravity in six dimensions for which we

show that the residual gauge symmetry found in the previous section generates a gravitational mem-

ory effect, thereby establishing these residual diffeomorphisms as physical asymptotic symmetries. In

section 4.4, we show thatWeinberg’s soft theorem in d = 6 computes the shift in the transversemetric

component associated with the gravitational memory effect. Moreover, we reinterpret the soft theo-

rem as a conservation law resulting from a matching condition of a component of the Weyl tensor

at I−
+ and I+

− . In section 4.5, we generalize our analysis from d = 6 to all higher even-dimensional

spacetimes.

4.2 General relativity in d = 2m+ 2 > 4

This section presents some basic formulas for asymptotically flat spacetimes ind = 2m+2 dimensions

form ≥ 21 and integral.

1A similar harmonic gauge analysis is possible in d = 4,m = 1, but a separate analysis is needed as some of
the equations degenerate.
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4.2.1 Linearized gravity in harmonic gauge

Consider perturbations gμν = g(0)μν +hμν around a flat background in d = 2+2m dimensions,m ≥ 2.

Here g(0)μν denotes the higher-dimensional flat metric in retarded coordinates,

ds2 = g(0)μν dxμdxν = −du2 − 2dudr+ r2γABdz
AdzB (4.1)

where zA,A = 1, · · · , 2m are coordinates on the asymptotic S2m. Defining the trace-reversed pertur-

bation

h̄μν = hμν −
1
2
g(0)μν h, h = g(0)μνhμν , (4.2)

and imposing the harmonic gauge condition

∇μh̄μν = 0, (4.3)

the linearized Einstein equation becomes

□h̄μν = −16πGTμν , □h̄μν ≡ ∇ρ∇ρh̄μν . (4.4)
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In an asymptotic analysis near null infinity we may include in Tμν all forms of radiative stress-energy

including gravity waves. In components

□h̄uu =
(
∂2
r − 2∂r∂u −

2m
r (∂u − ∂r) + r−2D2

)
h̄uu,

□h̄ur = (∂2
r − 2∂r∂u + r−2D2)h̄ur +

2m
r2 (h̄uu − h̄ur)−

2m
r (∂u − ∂r)h̄ur −

2
r3D

Ah̄uA,

□h̄rr = (∂2
r − 2∂u∂r + r−2D2)h̄rr −

4
r3D

Ah̄Ar −
2m
r (∂u − ∂r)h̄rr +

4m
r2 (h̄ur − h̄rr) +

2
r4 γ

CBh̄CB,

□h̄uA =
(
∂2
r − 2∂u∂r + r−2D2) h̄uA − 2m− 2

r (∂u − ∂r)h̄uA − 2
r∂A

(
h̄uu − h̄ur

)
+

1 − 2m
r2 h̄uA,

□h̄rA =
(
∂2
r − 2∂u∂r + r−2D2) h̄rA − 2m− 2

r (∂u − ∂r) h̄rA − 2
r3D

Ch̄CA − 2
r∂A(h̄ru − h̄rr)

+
2m+ 2

r2 (h̄Au − h̄Ar) +
1
r2 h̄rA − 2m

r2 h̄rA,

□h̄AB =
(
∂2
r − 2∂u∂r + r−2D2) h̄AB −

2
rDA

(
h̄uB − h̄rB

)
− 2

rDB
(
h̄uA − h̄rA

)
+

4 − 4m
r2 h̄AB −

4 − 2m
r ∂rh̄AB +

4 − 2m
r ∂uh̄AB + 2γAB

(
h̄uu − 2h̄ru + h̄rr

)
,

(4.5)

where here and hereafter in this chapter,DA denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the unit

round metric γAB on S2m and D2 = γABDADB. Likewise, the components of the harmonic gauge

condition (4.3) are

∇μh̄μu = −∂uh̄ur − ∂rh̄uu + ∂rh̄ur −
2m
r (h̄uu − h̄ur) +

1
r2D

Ah̄uA,

∇μh̄μr = −∂uh̄rr − ∂rh̄ur + ∂rh̄rr −
2m
r (h̄ur − h̄rr) +

1
r2D

Ah̄rA − 1
r3 γ

ABh̄AB,

∇μh̄μA = −∂uh̄rA − ∂rh̄uA + ∂rh̄rA − 2m
r (h̄uA − h̄rA) +

1
r2D

Bh̄BA.

(4.6)
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The residual diffeomorphisms ξμ that preserve the harmonic gauge condition (4.3) obey□ξμ = 0, or

equivalently

(
∂2
r − 2∂r∂u + r−2D2) ξu − 2m

r (∂uξu − ∂rξu) = 0,

(∂2
r − 2∂r∂u + r−2D2)ξr −

2
r3D

AξA − 2m
r (∂u − ∂r) ξr +

2m
r2 (ξu − ξr) = 0,

(∂2
r − 2∂r∂u + r−2D2)ξA − 2m− 2

r (∂u − ∂r)ξA +
1 − 2m
r2 ξA − 2

r∂A(ξu − ξr) = 0.

(4.7)

4.2.2 Boundary conditions and solution space

In 2m+ 2 dimensions, radiative solutions of the wave equation fall off like 1
rm in a local orthonormal

frame, while Coulombic solutions have the faster (form > 1) falloff 1
r2m−1 . We accordingly adopt the

boundary conditions

huu ∼ O(r−2m+1), hru ∼ O(r−2m), hrr ∼ O(r−m−2),

huA ∼ O(r−2m+1), hrA ∼ O(r−m), hAB ∼ O(r−m+2),

h = g(0)μνhμν ∼ O(r−2m), γABhAB ∼ O(r−m).

(4.8)

Here thehrr,hrA andhAB components comprise the radiativemodes and appear accordingly atO(r−m)

in anorthonormal frame,while theCoulombicmodes includehuu,huA, andhur and appear atO(r−2m+1)

in an orthonormal frame.2 Making this division requires application of the residual gauge symmetry

2Strictly speaking, these components are not all independent meaning that the Einstein equation together
with the harmonic gauge condition require some of the components to fall off faster than a radiative or Coulom-
bic mode in an orthonormal frame.
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(4.7), details of which are spelled out in appendix B.2. Moreover, the metric components are not all

independent but are related by the constraints (4.11) as well as the harmonic gauge condition (4.3). We

further impose the consistent fall-off conditions on the Einstein tensor

Guu ∼ O(r−2m), Gur ∼ O(r−(2m+2)), Grr ∼ O(r−(2m+2)),

GuA ∼ O(r−2m), GrA ∼ O(r−(2m+1)), GAB ∼ O(r−(2m−1)),

(4.9)

and assume that the components of the energy-momentum tensorTμν fall off at the same rate asGμν .

These boundary conditions allow the higher-dimensional generalization of Kerr [85] as well as gravity

waves. Allowing for the difference in gauge choice, they are consistent with the falloffs employed in

[64], but are stronger than those in [19].

In the large-r limit, we assume an asymptotic expansion in inverse powers of r of the metric pertur-

bations, starting at the the order given by (4.8)

huu =
∞∑

n=2m−1

h(n)uu
rn , hur =

∞∑
n=2m

h(n)ur
rn , hrr =

∞∑
n=m+2

h(n)rr
rn ,

huA =
∞∑

n=2m−1

h(n)uA
rn , hrA =

∞∑
n=m

h(n)rA
rn , hAB =

∞∑
n=m−2

h(n)AB
rn .

(4.10)

We use these expansions to solve (4.3) and (4.4) order-by-order in r and find that the coefficients of

the expansions (4.10) are all determined in terms of the radiative data h(m−2)
AB , up to potentially signifi-

cant u-independent integration constants. In particular, the Einstein equation (4.4) together with the
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gauge condition (4.3) imply the following constraints whenm ≤ n ≤ 2m− 1

0 =h(n)rr + γABh(n−2)
AB ,

0 =(D2 − (n− 2m)2 − n) h(n)rr + 2(m− n)γABh(n−2)
AB − 2(m− n+ 1)DAh(n−1)

rA ,

0 =(D2 − (2m− n− 1)(2m− n) + 2(n− 1))DAh(n−1)
rA + 2(n−m)DADBh(n−2)

AB + 2D2h(n)rr .

(4.11)

Using the above constraints together with the Einstein equation, one obtains a relation between the

radiative mode and components of the metric appearing atO(r−2m+1)

∂m−1
u DADBh(2m−3)

AB =
(−1)m−1

2m−1(m− 1)!
D2(D2 + 2) + 8 − 8m

(D2 − 2(2m− 3))(D2 − (2m− 2))
2m−1∏
ℓ=m+1

(D2 − (2m− ℓ)(ℓ− 1))DADBh(m−2)
AB ,

(4.12)

where inverse powers ofD2 denote Green’s functions.

Finally, the relation between the components of the metric and the flux of energy and momentum

which appears at leading order in the uu component of the Einstein equation is simply

− 16πGT(2m)
uu = 2(m− 1)∂uh(2m−1)

uu . (4.13)
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4.2.3 Residual symmetries

The harmonic gauge condition (4.3) and the falloffs (4.8) do not fully fix all of the gauge symmetry.

Residual symmetries remain of the form

ξf =
(m− 2)D2f

r2m−2 ∂u −
D2 + 2(m− 1)(2m− 5)

2(2m− 1)
D2f
r2m−2∂r

+
DA((D2 − 4)m+ 4)

(2m− 1)
f

r2m−1∂A + · · · ,
(4.14)

where f is any function on the sphere and ‘· · · ’ stands for the subleading corrections in r−1. Poincaré

transformations are also allowed diffeomorphisms but are peripheral to our discussion and so are not

explicitly included in (4.14). Under this residual symmetry, h(2m−3)
AB transforms as

δξfh
(2m−3)
AB =

1
2m− 1

(
2DADB ((D2 − 4)m+ 4)− γABD

2 (D2 + 2(m− 1)(2m− 5))
)
f,

DADBδξfh
(2m−3)
AB = (8 +D2(2 +D2)− 8m)D2f,

(4.15)

while form ≥ 2, the radiative mode h(m−2)
AB is unaffected.

4.3 Gravitational memory in d = 6

In this sectionwederive the higher-dimensional gravitationalmemory effect. For notational simplicity,

we focus on the d = 6 case which illustrates many of the features of the more general case. The

generalization to all even higher dimensions is discussed in section 4.5.
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We begin by considering two inertial detectors near I+ moving along timelike geodesics3 with tan-

gent vector

k = ∂u, kμkμ = −1. (4.16)

For simplicity, we consider a pair of inertial detectorswith zero radial displacement and small but finite

angular displacement. The relative transverse displacement sA of the detectors obeys

d2sA
du2 = RA

uuBsB. (4.17)

Using the metric perturbation boundary conditions (4.8), the linearized Riemann tensor is

RA
uuB =

γAC

2r2 ∂
2
uhCB +O(r−4). (4.18)

Let us consider a scenario inwhich the system is in vacuum (i.e. stationary) at initial and final times,

ui and uf respectively, while during the interval ui < u < uf there is a transit of gravitational radiation.

To leading order in the large-r expansion, (4.17) can be integrated directly to find

ΔsA =
γAC

2r2 ΔhCBsBi +O(r−4), (4.19)

where sAi = sA(ui) is the separation of the detectors at some initial retarded time u = ui, ΔsA =

3Therewill be corrections to the tangent vectors in (4.16) subleading in rbut thesewill not affect our analysis.
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sA(uf)− sA(ui), andΔhAB = hAB(uf)− hAB(ui). Expanding at large r,

ΔhAB =
Δh(1)AB
r + · · · . (4.20)

The would-be leading term vanishes because

Δh(0)AB = 0. (4.21)

Oneway to derive this is to note that the initial and final configurations are radiative vacua, but accord-

ing to (4.15), one can always choose h(0)AB = 0 in the vacuum. Therefore the leading term is ‘frozen’

and cannot be shifted by the passage of waves. This conclusion was arrived at by a different method

in [64], and is the basis of the statement that there is no gravitational memory in higher dimensions.

However it really only implies that the gravitational memory effect does not appear at the radiative

order of the large-r expansion, rather it appears at the Coulombic order which is subleading above

d = 4.

In six dimensions, the Coulombic order term appears at the first subleading order. By virtue of

working in linearized gravity, stationary solutions before and after the passage of radiation are diffeo-

morphic to each other, which implies Δh(1)AB is pure gauge.4 Using (4.15) to write Δh(1)AB in terms of

4 In linearized gravity, stationary solutions before and after a finite burst of radiation are diffeomorphic to
one another as a result of energy and momentum conservation.
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pure gauge configurations, one finds

ΔsA =
γAC

2r3

[
4
3

(
DBDC − 1

4
γBCD2

)
(D2 − 2)ΔC

]
sBi +O(r−4), (4.22)

where C is a component on the sphere of a vacuum metric which obeys

δξfC = f (4.23)

and accordingly shall be referred to as the Goldstonemode. C characterizes the vacuum configuration

at a given retarded time andΔC ≡ C|uf − C|ui .

Thus, we conclude that the large diffeomorphism (4.14)which distinguishes the late and early vacua

can be measured by gravitational memory experiments which are sensitive to the 1
r3 Coulombic com-

ponents of the metric near null infinity. Since they can be measured, (4.14) are not trivial diffeomor-

phisms and occupy one corner of the IR triangle. The relation (4.22) provides the side of the triangle

which connects these large diffeomorphisms (i.e. asymptotic symmetries) to the memory effect. We

now proceed to complete the triangle with the third corner.

4.4 Weinberg’s soft theorem in d = 6

Continuing in d = 6, in this section we show that Weinberg’s soft graviton theorem is a formula for

the shift in precisely the same metric component Δh(1)AB. One way to demonstrate this is to Fourier

transform the usual momentum space formulas for the soft theorem. This relates the zero mode of
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the radiative piece ( 1
r2 in an orthonormal frame) of the metric h(0)AB , which in turn is related to the shift

in h(1)AB via the u integral of (4.12) (or equation (4.41) below), to the classical radiation field sourced

by the scattering process. This Fourier relation was worked out in [43]. Here we shall proceed via a

different route, showing that the soft formula can be expressed as a conservation law following from

antipodal matching conditions at null infinity, as in d = 4. This conservation law then readily yields

a formula for the memory shiftΔh(1)AB.

4.4.1 Soft theorem as a Ward identity

Webegin as in [19] by rewriting the soft theorem as aWard identity. Although carried out in a different

context, the analysis appearing in this section is quite similar to the analysis from chapter 2.

Consider fluctuations of the d = 6 metric about a flat background, gμν = ημν + κh̃μν , where

κ2 = 32πG.5 The radiative degrees of freedom of the gravitational field have the mode expansion

h̃μν =
∑
α

∫ d5q
(2π)5

1
2ωq

[
ϵ∗αμνaα(⃗q)eiq·x + ϵαμνa†α(⃗q)e−iq·x

]
, (4.24)

where ωq = |⃗q| and ϵαμν (⃗q) are polarization tensors obeying

qμϵαμν (⃗q) = 0, 2
∑
α
ϵ∗αij(⃗q)ϵkℓα (⃗q) = π ikπ jℓ+π iℓπ jk− 1

2
π ijπkℓ, π ij = δ ij− qiqj

q⃗2 . (4.25)

5 The ‘̃ ’ indicates that these graviton modes are normalized differently from the ones appearing in the rest
of the chapter.
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The modes aα and a†α obey the canonical commutation relations

[aα(⃗p), a†β (⃗q)] = 2ωqδαβ(2π)5δ 5(⃗p− q⃗). (4.26)

Note (4.25) directly implies that themode expansion (4.24) obeys the harmonic gauge condition. The

utility of this gauge choice in the context of the IR triangle was originally suggested in [86]. Also see

[87–89] for additional analyses employing harmonic gauge.

The free radiative data at I+ is

h(0)AB(u, z) ≡ κ lim
r→∞

∂Axμ∂Bxν h̃μν (u+ r, rx̂(z)) (4.27)

and can be evaluated by taking a saddle point approximation at large r of (4.24). The result is [19]

h(0)AB = − 2π2κ
(2π)5∂Ax̂i∂Bx̂j

∑
α

∫
dωqωq

[
ϵ∗αij aα(ωqx̂)e−iωqu + ϵαija†α(ωqx̂)eiωqu

]
. (4.28)

The frequency space expression is obtained by performing a Fourier transform

hω(0)AB = − κ
2(2π)2∂Ax̂i∂Bx̂j

∑
α

∫
dωqωq

[
ϵ∗αij aα(ωqx̂)δ(ω − ωq) + ϵαija†α(ωqx̂)δ(ω + ωq)

]
.

(4.29)

Hence,

hω(0)AB = − κω
8π2∂Ax̂i∂Bx̂j

∑
α
ϵ∗αij aα(ωx̂), h−ω(0)AB = − κω

8π2∂Ax̂i∂Bx̂j
∑
α
ϵαija†α(ωx̂), (4.30)
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where ω > 0. The zero frequency mode of hAB is then defined in terms of a linear combination of

positive and negative zero-frequency Fourier modes

∫
duh(0)AB =

1
2

lim
ω→0

(
h−ω(0)AB + hω(0)AB

)
. (4.31)

The soft graviton theorem for an outgoing soft graviton can be expressed in terms of an insertion

of (4.31) into the n → m particle S-matrix

⟨zn+1, ...|
∫

duh(0)AB(u, z)S|z1, ...⟩ = − κ2
2(4π)2F

out
AB(z; zk)⟨zn+1, ...|S|z1, ...⟩, (4.32)

where we have labelled the asymptotic particles by their four-momenta pμk = Ek (1, x̂(zk)) and

Fout
AB(z; zk) ≡ ω∂Ax̂i∂Bx̂j

∑
α
ϵ∗αij

[ n+m∑
k=n+1

ϵαμνp
μ
kpνk

pk · q
−

n∑
k=1

ϵαμνp
μ
kpνk

pk · q

]
. (4.33)

When acted upon by the following differential operator, (4.33) localizes to a sum over δ-functions

√γ (D2 − 2)DADBFout
AB(z; zk) = 3(4π)2

[ n+m∑
k=n+1

Ekδ4(z− zk)−
n∑

k=1

Ekδ4(z− zk)
]
. (4.34)

Then acting with this differential operator on (4.32) and convolving against an arbitrary function on
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the sphereD2f(z), one finds

− 1
3κ2
∫

d4z√γD2f(z)(D2 − 2)DADB⟨zn+1, ...|
∫

duh(0)AB(z)S|z1, ...⟩

=
1
2

[ n+m∑
k=n+1

EkD2f(zk)−
n∑

k=1

EkD2f(zk)
]
⟨zn+1, ...|S|z1, ...⟩.

(4.35)

Combined with the result of an analogous analysis near I−, (4.35) leads to the Ward identity

⟨zn+1, ...|Q+S − SQ−|z1, ...⟩ = 0, (4.36)

where the charges can be decomposed into hard and soft pieces

Q± = Q±
H + Q±

S . (4.37)

The action of the hard charges on outgoing asymptotic states is reproduced by the action of the leading

order uu component of the energy-momentum

⟨zn+1, ...|Q+
H = ⟨zn+1, ...|

n+m∑
k=n+1

EkD2f(zk) = ⟨zn+1, ...|
∫
I+

dud4z√γD2fT(4)
uu , (4.38)

while the soft charges, defined as

Q+
S =

1
3κ2
∫

dud4z√γD2f(z)(D2 − 2)DADBh(0)AB , (4.39)
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add soft gravitons to the asymptotic state. Similar expressions can be determined for chargesQ− which

act near I−.

We now show thatQ+
S is proportional to the shiftΔCwhich appears in thememory formula (4.22).

TheAB component of the linearized Einstein equations ind = 6 atO(r−2) (or equivalently equation

(4.12)) is

(D2 − 4)h(0)AB + 2∂uh(1)AB = 0, (4.40)

which implies ∫
duDADBh(0)AB = − 2

D2 + 4
DADBΔh(1)AB. (4.41)

Recall thatΔh(1)AB is pure gauge

DADBΔh(1)AB = (D2 − 2)(D2 + 4)D2ΔC, (4.42)

whereΔC is the shift in the Goldstone mode across I+. It follows that

Q+
S = − 2

3κ2
∫

d4z√γD2f(z)(D2 − 2)2D2ΔC. (4.43)

Substituting these expressions in (4.35), one finds that the soft theorem computes the expectation
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value of angular derivatives ofΔC in the presence of a scattering event

2
3κ2
∫

d4z√γD2f(z)(D2 − 2)2D2⟨zn+1, ...|ΔC(z)S|z1, ...⟩

=
1
2

[ n+m∑
k=n+1

EkD2f(zk)−
n∑

k=1

EkD2f(zk)
]
⟨zn+1, ...|S|z1, ...⟩.

(4.44)

As anticipated in section 4.3, we find that gravitational radiation emitted during generic scattering

processes shifts the component of the metric h(1)AB where the precise shift is given by the gauge transfor-

mation law (4.15) with f = ΔC as given in (4.44).

4.4.2 Conservation law

The soft theorem in the form (4.36) equates the outgoing integral Q+ on I+ to an incoming integral

Q− on I−. In this subsection we show that both of these are given by S4 boundary integrals near

spatial infinity, and their equality is implied by the antipodal matching conditions. Moreover the

conserved charges are arbitrarymoments of theWeyl tensor componentwhose zeromode is the Bondi

mass.

To see this explicitly, recall the chargeQ+ given by its decomposition into hard (4.38) and soft (4.39)

parts

Q+ =

∫
I+

dud4z√γD2f
(
T(4)

uu − 2
3κ2

D2 − 2
D2 + 4

DADB∂uh(1)AB

)
. (4.45)
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Using (4.13) and performing the u integral, one finds

Q+ =
1

16πG

∫
S4
d4z√γD2f

(
−2h(3)uu − 1

3
D2 − 2
D2 + 4

DADBh(1)AB

) ∣∣∣∣∣
I+
+

I+
−

. (4.46)

This combination of gauge fields is proportional to the leading contribution to the asymptotic expan-

sion of the following component of the Weyl tensor evaluated in a radiative vacuum near the bound-

aries of I

Cruru =
1
r5

(
− 1

2
(D2 − 2)
(D2 + 4)

DADBh(1)AB − 3h(3)uu

)
+O

(
r−6). (4.47)

Note the expression is non-local in the gauge field only because we chose to express it in terms of h(1)AB.6

Natural boundary conditions on theWeyl tensormanifestly lead to sufficiently fast fall off behavior

of the Cruru component at I+
+ for the charges to be written as local expressions at I+

−
7

Q+ =
1

16πG

∫
I+
−

d4z√γD2f
(
2h(3)uu +

1
3
D2 − 2
D2 + 4

DADBh(1)AB

)

= −2
3

1
16πG lim

r→∞

∫
I+
−

d4z√γ r5D2fCruru.

(4.48)

In particular, if we replaceD2f by 1, then we recover the total mass

Q+
∣∣
D2f→1 =

∫
I+

dud4z√γ
(
T(4)

uu − 2
3κ2

D2 − 2
D2 + 4

DADB∂uh(1)AB

)
, (4.49)

6Equivalent local expressions can be obtained for example by substituting h(1)AB for h(2)rA .

7We have not verified that this charge in any sense generates the large diffeomorphisms of section 4.2.3 via
the Dirac bracket. Such a demonstration would have to account carefully for all our subsidiary gauge fixing as
well as the mismatching powers of r found in appendix B.3.
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where notice that the second term is a total derivative on S4 and thus vanishes upon integration. An-

tipodal matching of this Weyl tensor component on I−
+ to that on I+

− then implies directly

Q+ = Q−. (4.50)

In summary there is a complete IR triangle in d = 6 with the leading soft graviton theorem in one

corner, 1
r3 gravitational memory effect at the second corner and asymptotic symmetries/conservation

laws at the third.

4.5 Higher dimensional generalization

In this section, we generalize the analysis in sections 4.3 and 4.4 to all even dimensions d > 4.

4.5.1 Geodesic deviation in higher dimensions

In general dimensions, the relative transverse displacement sA of the detectors due to the transit of

gravitational radiation is given by (4.17). To linear order in the metric perturbations

RA
uuB =

γAC

2r2 (∂2
uhCB −DB∂uhuC −DC∂uhuB +DBDChuu)−

δA
B

2r (2∂uhru − ∂rhuu − ∂uhuu) .

(4.51)

Using the fall-off conditions (4.8), one finds this component is given by an asymptotic expansion of

the form

RA
uuB =

γAC

2r2
2m−3∑

k=m−2

∂2
uh

(k)
CB

rk +O(r−2m). (4.52)
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Integrating (4.17) twice, one finds

ΔsA = γACΔh
(2m−3)
CB

2r2m−1 sBi +O(r−2m), (4.53)

where just like in the six-dimensional case, we assume the system is in vacuum at initial and final times.

Thismeans that themodes h(n)CB up to n = 2m−3 do not contribute since their vacuum configurations

donotundergo a relative displacementbetween early and late times or equivalently, theydonot change

under (4.14).

Finally, the displacementΔsA can be expressed directly in terms of the change in the vacuum con-

figuration

ΔsA =

(
2DADB ((D2 − 4)m+ 4)− δA

BD2 (D2 + 2(m− 1)(2m− 5))
)
ΔC

2(2m− 1)r2m−1 sBi +O(r−2m), (4.54)

where C is a function on S2m that parameterizes the space of inequivalent vacuum configurations.

We conclude that gravitational memory experiments sensitive to the 1
r2m−1 Coulombic components

of the metric near null infinity can measure the shift between early and late vacua generated by (4.14).
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4.5.2 Soft theorem as a Ward identity

From a stationary phase approximation of the standard mode expansion in higher dimensions, we

find

h(m−2)
AB (u, z) = κ∂Ax̂i∂Bx̂j

4π(2πi)m
∑
α

∫
dωqωm−1

q

[
ϵ∗αij aα(ωqx̂)e−iωqu + (−1)mϵαija†α(ωqx̂)eiωqu

]
= ∂m−1

u
im−1κ∂Ax̂i∂Bx̂j

4π(2πi)m
∑
α

∫
dωq

[
ϵ∗αij aα(ωqx̂)e−iωqu − ϵαija†α(ωqx̂)eiωqu

]
.

(4.55)

The finite frequency modes are given by the Fourier transform

hω(m−2)
AB =

(−i)mκ
2(2π)m ∂Ax̂i∂Bx̂j

×
∑
α

∫
dωqωm−1

q

[
ϵ∗αij aα(ωqx̂)δ(ω − ωq) + (−1)mϵαija†α(ωqx̂)δ(ω + ωq)

]
,

(4.56)

or equivalently

hω(m−2)
AB =

(−i)mκ
2(2π)m ∂Ax̂i∂Bx̂jωm−1

∑
α
ϵ∗αij aα(ωx̂),

h−ω(m−2)
AB =

imκ
2(2π)m∂Ax̂i∂Bx̂jωm−1

∑
α
ϵαija†α(ωx̂),

(4.57)

with ω > 0. The soft theorem can be written as

⟨zn+1, ...|h0(m−2)
AB (z)S|z1, ...⟩ = −(−1)mκ2

8(2π)m Fout
AB(z; zk)⟨zn+1, ...|S|z1, ...⟩, (4.58)
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with Fout
AB(z; zk) given in (4.33) where A,B now run over the coordinates of S2m and the zero mode

h0(m−2)
AB is defined as

h0(m−2)
AB =

1
2

lim
ω→0

(iω)2−m
(
hω(m−2)
AB + (−1)mh−ω(m−2)

AB

)
. (4.59)

Although we just obtained an expression for the soft gravitonmode starting from themode expan-

sion of the radiative component of themetric, as in six dimensions, the zero frequency graviton ismore

naturally related to the shift in a Coulombic component of the metric. In particular, by comparing

themode expansion (4.55) with the expression (4.12), we obtain an expression for the frequencymode

expansion of the component of the metric associated to memory

2m−1(m− 1)!
(−1)m−1 H(u, z) =( 2m−1∏
ℓ=m+1

Dℓ

)
DADB

[
κ∂Ax̂i∂Bx̂j
4πi(2π)m

∑
α

∫
dωq

(
ϵ∗αij aα(ωqx̂)e−iωqu − ϵαija†α(ωqx̂)eiωqu

)]
,

(4.60)

where

Dℓ = D2 − (2m− ℓ)(ℓ− 1) (4.61)

andH(u, z) contains the memory metric component

H(u, z) = (D2 − 2(2m− 3))(D2 − (2m− 2))
D2(D2 + 2) + 8 − 8m DADBh(2m−3)

AB . (4.62)

Equation (4.60) can now be inverted to express the creation and annihilation operators in terms of
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H(u, z). Extracting the zero mode, we find that

∫
du⟨zn+1, ...|∂uH(u, z)S|z1, ...⟩ =

lim
ω→0

(−1)m

2m−1(m− 1)!

( 2m−1∏
ℓ=m+1

Dℓ

)
DADB

[
κ∂Ax̂i∂Bx̂j
8π(2π)m

∑
α

2πϵ∗αij ω⟨zn+1, ...|aα(ωx̂)S|z1, ...⟩
]
.

(4.63)

Using the action of the differential operatorsDℓ on soft factor FAB derived in [19], the soft theorem

(4.58) can equivalently be written as follows

(D2 − 2(2m− 3))(D2 − (2m− 2))D2⟨zn+1, ...|ΔCS|z1, ...⟩

=
κ2(2m− 1)

4√γ

[ n+m∑
k=n+1

Ekδ2m(z− zk)−
n∑

k=1

Ekδ2m(z− zk)
]
⟨zn+1, ...|S|z1, ...⟩,

(4.64)

where we have used (4.15) to express the difference between the early and late vacua across I+ in terms

of the shiftΔC in the Goldstone mode across I+. We note that the form of the large diffeomorphism

(4.14) ensures the Green’s function appearing in (4.62) cancels when the change in h(2m−3)
AB across I+

is pure gauge.

Integrating (4.64) against an arbitrary functionD2f on S2m, we find

∫
d2mz√γD2f(z)(D2 − 2(2m− 3))(D2 − (2m− 2))D2⟨zn+1, ...|ΔCS|z1, ...⟩

=
(2m− 1)κ2

4

[ n+m∑
k=n+1

EkD2f(zk)−
n∑

k=1

EkD2f(zk)
]
⟨zn+1, ...|S|z1, ...⟩.

(4.65)
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The higher dimensional analog of the soft charge (4.43) is then

Q+
S = − 2

(2m− 1)κ2
∫

d2mz√γD2f(z)(D2 − 2(2m− 3))(D2 − (2m− 2))D2ΔC. (4.66)

Combined with the corresponding formula for I− as well as the higher dimensional generalizations

of the hard charges (4.38), we deduce that the Ward identity

⟨zn+1, ...|Q+S − SQ−|z1, ...⟩ = 0 (4.67)

computes the shift in h(2m−3)
AB along I induced by a flux of gravitational radiation. This shift is given

by the gauge transformation (4.15) with f = ΔC as in (4.65).

4.5.3 Conservation law

In this subsection, we generalize the conclusions of section 4.4.2 to arbitrary higher even dimensions.

We first show that the conserved charges can be expressed in terms of arbitrary moments of the Weyl

tensor component whose zero mode is the Bondi mass. From (4.65) we find that the full charge Q+

takes the following form

Q+ =

∫
I+

dud2mz√γD2f(
T(2m)

uu − 2
(2m− 1)κ2

(D2 − 2(m− 1))(D2 − 2(2m− 3))
D2(D2 + 2)− 8m+ 8

∂uDADBh(2m−3)
AB

)
.

(4.68)
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Using (4.13) and performing the u integral, this becomes

Q+ =
1

16πG

∫
S2m

d2mz√γD2f(
−2(m− 1)h(2m−1)

uu − 1
2m− 1

(D2 − 2(m− 1))(D2 − 2(2m− 3))
D2(D2 + 2)− 8m+ 8

DADBh(2m−3)
AB

)∣∣∣∣I+
+

I+
−

.

(4.69)

In direct analogywith the discussion of section 4.4.2, we find that the leading term in the 1/r expan-

sion of the Cruru component of theWeyl tensor evaluated in a radiative vacuum near the boundary of

I+ is

C(2m+1)
ruru = −(2m−1)(m−1)h(2m−1)

uu − 1
2
(D2 − 2(m− 1))(D2 − 2(2m− 3))

D2(D2 + 2)− 8m+ 8
DADBh(2m−3)

AB . (4.70)

Assuming that Cruru vanishes sufficiently fast at I+
+ , the total charge on I+ can be written as

Q+ = − 2
(2m− 1)16πG

∫
I+
−

d2mz√γD2fC(2m+1)
ruru . (4.71)

The antipodal matching condition of the Weyl tensor at I+
− and I−

+ then naturally leads to the

interpretation of the memory effect as the direct consequence of conservation law

Q+ = Q− (4.72)

along I .
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In conclusion, this shows that the soft theorem in higher dimensions is a consequence of the sym-

metry associated with the diffeomorphism (4.14). Moreover, (4.14) generates the higher-dimensional

analog of the 4d gravitational memory effect. It is a ‘large’ gauge transformation in the sense that it

computes the leading shift in the metric due to gravitational flux which is measured by the geodesic

deviation equation discussed in section 4.5.1. This completes the triangular equivalence between soft

theorems, asymptotic symmetries and gravitational memory in higher even-dimensional asymptoti-

cally flat spacetimes.
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5
Color Memory

5.1 Introduction

As we saw in the previous chapter, the gravitational memory effect in general relativity [35–37] con-

cerns a subtle and beautiful aspect of the behavior of inertial detectors in theweak field region far from

gravitating sources. It is a key observational link interconnecting asymptotic symmetries and soft the-

orems [34]. In this chapter we derive the analog of this effect in classical non-abelian gauge theory.
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The memory effect in abelian gauge theory was discussed in [38, 40, 41].

The color memory effect can be detected by two test ‘quarks’ in a color singlet stationed at fixed

large radius near future null infinity I+ and fixed angles Θα where the label α = 1, 2 distinguishes

the two quarks. In order for the statement that they are in a color singlet to have any meaning, we

must specify a flat connectionA = iUdU−1 on I+. HereU is an element in the gauge groupG. For

simplicity we take the initial value at retarded time ui to be

U(ui) = 1, (5.1)

although the generalization is straightforward. Now consider the effect of color flux or radiation

through I+, which we take to begin after the initial time ui and end before some final time uf. Over

this time interval, while the position of each quark is pinned to a fixed radius and angle, the color of

each quark Qα evolves according to

∂uQα = iAu(Θα)Qα, (5.2)

whereAu denotes a component of the gauge field near I+. It is convenient to use temporal gauge

Au = 0, (5.3)

so that the quarks do not change their colors as they evolve in retarded time u.

By assumption at late times u > uf the field strength vanishes and the connection is again flat.
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However, we will see that the classical constraint equation on I+ implies that generically

U(uf) ̸= 1. (5.4)

This is colormemory: the connection ‘remembers’ some aspects of the color flux. Thismeans that our

two initially color-singlet quarks will no longer be in a color singlet after the passage of the color flux.

Parallel transport fromΘ 1 toΘ 2 to compare their colors will reveal a relative color rotation between

the quarks

U(uf,Θ 2)U−1(uf,Θ 1). (5.5)

This conclusion does not depend on the temporal gauge choice. The main result of this chapter is a

nonlinear formula forU(uf) in terms of the color flux through I+.

Classical vacua in non-abelian gauge theory are degenerate and labelled by the flat connections on

the ‘celestial sphere’ at I+ [20]. These vacua are related by the action of spontaneously broken ‘large’

gauge symmetries that do not die off at infinity. Color flux throughI+ is a domainwall which induces

transitions between the degenerate vacua. The color memory effect measures these transitions. If the

celestial sphere is initially tiled with test quarks pointing in the same direction in color space, after the

passage of the color flux they will point in different directions upon parallel transport by (5.5). This

enables one to read off the difference between the initial and final flat connections.

As we have seen in previous chapters, gravity and abelian gauge theory essentially become free the-

ories at I+. In these cases the memory effect is a linear function of the appropriate flux at I+ and is
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given by the Fourier transform of the soft theorem. This is not the case for non-abelian gauge theory,

for which nonlinear effects, albeit in substantially weakened form, persist all the way to the boundary

of Minkowski space. Finding the finite classical memory effect requires solving an interesting nonlin-

ear partial differential equation (PDE) on the sphere. We present and solve this equation to the first

two orders in weak field perturbation theory, with the first order given by the Fourier-transformed

soft gluon theorem. Interestingly, the full nonlinear PDE has appeared previously in the QCD litera-

ture. An early instance appears for example in thework ofMcLerran andVenugopalan [66]whowere

studying gluon distribution functions inside hadrons at small Bjorken scale x. In the next chapter, we

explain how this equation may indeed be interpreted as describing a color memory effect and is thus

related to the vacuum degeneracy of flat connections.

Efforts to measure the gravitational memory effect are underway at LIGO [47] and the pulsar tim-

ing array[45, 46]. Measurement of SU(3) color memory is of course difficult because of confinement.

The measurement must take place on an energy scale above the confinement scale yet below that of

the dynamical process. Nevertheless, as we will explain in the next chapter, QCD scattering in the

Regge limit is an experimentally accessible regime in which this scenario regularly occurs.

5.2 Yang-Mills theory

In this section we present notations, conventions and an asymptotic expansion of the field equations

for classical Yang-Mills theory.

We consider a non-abelian gauge theory with gauge group G and elements gR in representation R.
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Hermitian generators Ta
R in the representation R obey

[Ta
R,Tb

R] = if abcTc
R, (5.6)

where the a runs over the dimension of the group and the sum over repeated indices is implied. We

denote the 4-dimensional gauge potentialAμ = Aa
μTa

R with spacetime index μ = 0, 1, 2, 3.

Since we will be interested in the asymptotic expansions of fields near future null infinity (I+), we

work in the retarded radial coordinates (2.2), which we repeat here for convenience

ds2 = −du2 − 2dudr+ 2r2γ zz̄dzdz̄, γ zz̄ =
2

(1 + z̄z)2 . (5.7)

The equations of motion are

∇νFνμ − i[Aν ,Fνμ] = g2YMjMμ , (5.8)

where jMμ is the matter color current, gYM the gauge coupling and the field strength is

Fμν = ∂μAν − ∂νAμ − i[Aμ,Aν ]. (5.9)

The theory is invariant under the gauge transformations

Aμ → gRAμg−1
R + igR∂μg−1

R ,

jMμ → gRjMμ g−1
R .

(5.10)
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Working in temporal gauge (5.3), we expand the remaining components of the gauge field near I+

in inverse powers of r [26]

Ar(u, r, z, z̄) =
1
r2Ar(u, z, z̄) +O(r−3),

Az(u, r, z, z̄) = Az(u, z, z̄) +O(r−1).

(5.11)

These fall-off conditions ensure finite charge and energy flux through I+ and they are preserved by

large gauge transformations that approach (z, z̄)-dependent Lie group-valued functions on the celes-

tial sphere[20, 75]. The leading behavior of the field strength is then

Fur =
1
r2Fur +O(r−3), Fuz = Fuz +O(r−1), Fzz̄ = Fzz̄ +O(r−1), (5.12)

where

Fur = ∂uAr, Fuz = ∂uAz, Fzz̄ = ∂zAz̄ − ∂z̄Az − i[Az,Az̄]. (5.13)

In retarded coordinates, the u component of (5.8) reads

∇rFru +∇AFAu − i
(
[Ar,Fru] + [AA,FAu]

)
= g2YMjMu , (5.14)
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whereA,B, · · · run over the S2 coordinates (z, z̄). At leading order in the large-r expansion we find

− ∂uFru +DAFAu = Ju, (5.15)

where DA is the covariant derivative on the unit S2 and its indices are raised and lowered with γAB.

The asymptotic color flux is

Ju = iγAB[AB, FAu] + g2YM lim
r→∞

[
r2jMu

]
. (5.16)

This includes a quadratic term from the gauge potential itself, as gluons contribute to the color flux.

Note that the left hand side of (5.15) is linear in the gauge potential.

5.3 Color memory effect

We wish to compute the change in the vacuum, or flat connection, induced by color flux Ju through

I+. For simplicity we consider configurations with no color flux or magnetic fields prior to some

initial retarded time ui and after some final retarded time uf:

Fzz̄|u<ui = Fuz|u<ui = Fzz̄|u>uf = Fuz|u>uf = 0, (5.17)

and where the Coulombic component of the field strength is constant over the sphere at initial and

final times

Fru(ui, z, z̄) = Fru(ui), Fru(uf, z, z̄) = Fru(uf). (5.18)
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The leading component of Fzz̄, unlike those of Fru or Fuz, does not linearize at I+. This is the source

of the nonlinearity of color memory. In this case, (5.8) determines Az|u>uf in terms of the color flux

Ju, Az|u<ui and the initial and final electric fields Fru|u<ui and Fru|u>uf (which may be set to zero in

some applications). By (5.17), the transverse components of the boundary gauge fields are pure gauge

and hence related by a large gauge transformation. The large gauge transformation determining the

change inAz across I+ can be found by solving (5.15) subject to the boundary conditions (5.17).

We now determine the change ofAz across I+. Integrating (5.15) over u, we find

−DAΔAA =

∫ uf

ui
duJu + ΔFru, (5.19)

where

ΔAz = Az(uf, z, z̄)−Az(ui, z, z̄),

ΔFru = Fru(uf)− Fru(ui).
(5.20)

Let us setAA(ui) = 0 by performing a large gauge transformation and define

Jzz̄ = −γ zz̄
(∫ uf

ui
duJu + ΔFru

)
. (5.21)

Then, (5.19) reduces to

∂zAz̄(uf) + ∂z̄Az(uf) = Jzz̄. (5.22)
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The general solution to the boundary conditions (5.17) is

Az(uf) = iU∂zU−1, (5.23)

where U = U(z, z̄) ∈ G. Substituting this solution in (5.22), we obtain an equation for the large

gauge transformationU relating initial and final flat connections on S2

i∂z
(
U∂z̄U−1)+ i∂z̄

(
U∂zU−1) = Jzz̄. (5.24)

The color memory effect is defined by the solution to this equation. U(z, z̄) determines the flat con-

nection on S2 after the color flux passes through I+.

To solve this equation perturbatively in Jzz̄, we first invert (5.23)

U(z, z̄) = P

{
exp

(
i
∫ (z,z̄)

(0,0)
dwAw + dw̄Aw̄

)}
, (5.25)

where P denotes path-ordering. U(z, z̄) is independent of path because A is flat. Then, since the

asymptotic gauge potentialA(uf) is a 1-form on S2, it can be parametrized as

Az(uf) = ∂z (α+ iβ) , Az̄(uf) = ∂z̄ (α− iβ) , (5.26)
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where α,β are Lie algebra-valued real functions on S2. Substituting into (5.22), we find

2∂z∂z̄α = Jzz̄, (5.27)

which is solved by

α(z) = 1
4π

∫
d2w G(z,w)Jww̄, G(z,w) = log

|z− w|2
(1 + z̄z)(1 + ww̄) .

(5.28)

The boundary conditions (5.17) give an additional differential equation for β

2∂z∂z̄β + [∂zα, ∂z̄α] + [∂zβ, ∂z̄β]− i[∂zα, ∂z̄β] + i[∂zβ, ∂z̄α] = 0. (5.29)

This equation can be solved perturbatively in Jzz̄ for β which is given to leading order by

β(z) = − 1
(4π)3

∫
d2wd2w′d2w′′ G(z,w)∂wG(w,w′)∂w̄G(w,w′′) [Jw′w̄′ , Jw′′w̄′′ ] +O(J 3). (5.30)

To this order in perturbation theory, the expression for the gauge field is

Az =

∫ d2w
4π ∂zG(z,w)

[
Jww̄ − i

∫ d2w′

4π
d2w′′

4π ∂wG(w,w′)∂w̄G(w,w′′) [Jw′w̄′ , Jw′′w̄′′ ]

]
+O(J 3),

Az̄ =

∫ d2w
4π ∂z̄G(z,w)

[
Jww̄ + i

∫ d2w′

4π
d2w′′

4π ∂wG(w,w′)∂w̄G(w,w′′) [Jw′w̄′ , Jw′′w̄′′ ]

]
+O(J 3),

(5.31)
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from which the large gauge transformation associated to the vacuum transition can be directly ob-

tained via (5.25). It may be seen that the first term is the Fourier transform of the soft gluon theorem,

while the second is the leading nonlinear correction for finite color flux.
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6
Measuring Color Memory in a Color Glass

Condensate at Electron-Ion Colliders

6.1 Introduction

Recall the gravitational memory effect: The passage of a gravitational wave causes the separation dis-

tance between a pair of inertial test bodies to oscillate. After the wave has fully passed, the oscillations
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cease but the final separation between the two bodies differs from the initial one [35–37]. The univer-

sal formula for the DC separation shift has been shown [34] to be fully equivalent to Weinberg’s soft

graviton theorem[31], and also to be a direct consequence of the infinite-dimensional asymptotic BMS

symmetry [5, 6] of general relativity. As such the memory effect measures subtle and rich features of

general relativity in the deep infrared.

The oscillations of test bodies caused by gravitational waves have been definitively measured by

LIGO[90]. It is hoped that the memory effect will soon be measured [47]. An obstacle to measuring

the memory effect is that the LIGO test-body-mirrors are on pendula which eventually swing them

back to their initial position, obscuring the DC memory effect. Observation is nevertheless expected

to be possible because of a separation of scales: the timescale of the pendulum is longer than that of

typical gravity wave signals, albeit not by terribly much.1

Fully analogous memory effects also occur in QED and Yang-Mills theory, where they enjoy the

same triangular equivalence to soft theorems and asymptotic symmetries. In classical Yang-Mills the-

ory, a pulse of color radiation incident on an initially color singlet pair of nearby test quarks, or ‘quark

dipole’ causes oscillations in the relative quark color. After the radiation pulse passes, a permanent rela-

tive color rotation remains and the quark dipole is no longer a color singlet. This is the ‘colormemory’

effect, the details of which may be found in the previous chapter. In exact analogy to the gravitational

case, the universal formula for the color rotation is [42] fully equivalent to the soft gluon theorem

1The timescale of the LIGOpendula is about 100msec, while most of the power output (which sources the
memory) fromGW150914 occurs over the slightly shorter scale 25msec. eLISA shouldbe excellent formeasuring
memory.
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[91], and also a direct consequence of recently discovered asymptotic Kac-Moody symmetries [20] of

classical Yang-Mills theory.

One might expect that in QCD, which is based on SU(3) Yang-Mills theory, confinement would

obstruct any measurement of the color memory effect. However, confinement may be viewed as an

analog of the restoring pendula at LIGO: one must find a situation in which a separation of scales

allows the color rotation to bemeasured before confinement sets in. In this chapter, wewill argue that

high-energy scattering of heavy ions and electrons provides such a venue, in which a clean separation

of scales arises when the Lorentz-contracted ion radius is small compared to the QCD length.

We consider deeply inelastic electron–heavy ion scattering in the Regge limit, where the momen-

tum exchange is small compared to the center-of-mass energy. The physical picture of the process

begins with the electron emitting a highly virtual photon which splits into a quark-antiquark pair

forming a color singlet dipole. In this picture, the quark dipole plays the role of the test quarks, crosses

the highly relativistic Lorentz-contracted ion in a retarded time short compared to theQCD scale and

acquires net color. During this short interaction time, the color singlet dipole probes a large density

of gluons in the heavy ion; in the Regge limit, the gluon density saturates at a maximal occupancy of

order of the inverse QCD coupling constant. This gluon saturation phenomenon in QCD [92, 93]

generates a semi-hard saturation scaleQs that in the Regge limit is much larger than the intrinsicQCD

confinement scale. The presence of this large emergentQs scale allows for the gauge fields in the target

to be deconfined on the relevant timescales. This, along with the high gluon occupancy, suggests that

the color memory effect of classical Yang-Mills theory may be realized in the Regge limit of deeply

inelastic electron–heavy ion scattering.
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Amathematical framework inQCD that realizes theweak coupling classical dynamics of theRegge

limit is the Color Glass Condensate (CGC) effective field theory [71, 72, 94, 95]. In the CGC EFT, the

region around the ion is describedby classical Yang-Mills theory (correctedby running of the coupling)

sourced by the hard partons inside the ion. The change in the quark dipole color charge as it crosses the

CGC region surrounding the ion is fully determined by the colormemory effect. The cross section for

this stage in the scattering process is determined by the “survival probability” for the dipole to remain

in a color singlet. Hence it is determined by the color memory effect.

As discussed herein, collider data to date are encouraging but do not decisively confirm this CGC

picture [96–110]. However because of the tremendous variety and precision in the measurements

feasible at a future Electron-Ion collider, prospects for decisive confirmation of the CGC and the color

memory effect are excellent.

The chapter is organized as follows. In section 6.2, we review relevant aspects of the classical color

memory effect presented in [42]. We start by reviewing the differential equation for the gauge trans-

formation relating physically inequivalent vacua and then recall how this gauge transformation deter-

mines the classical relative color rotation of colored ‘test’ quarks. It is important to note that, in exact

analogy to the gravitational memory effect, this color rotation is a physical effect experienced by the

test quarks. In section 6.3, we describe how a classical color memory effect arises in the CGC effective

field theory. We show that the same differential equation for a gauge transformation naturally emerges

in the CGC framework and clarify why it may be regarded as a vacuum transition. The test quarks in

this case receive a transverse momentum kick of the order of the saturation scaleQs. In section 6.4, we

consider scattering processes in which the CGC theory is expected to apply and explain how the asso-
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ciated observables depend on the color memory effect, the physical manifestation of the effect being

the saturation scale. The extent to which such a physical scale may have already been measured and

the prospects for definitive future confirmation are discussed.

6.2 Brief review of color memory

In this sectionwe briefly summarize key results about the colormemory effect from the previous chap-

ter (and also derived in [42]). Note, in this chapter, we work a different normalization for the gauge

fields than in chapter 5, so expressions appearing here will differ by factors of gYM.

As before, we work in retarded coordinates (u, r, z, z̄) in which the Minkowski metric reads

ds2 = −dt2 + (dx1)2 + (dx2)2 + (dx3)2

= −du2 − 2dudr+ 2r2γ zz̄dzdz̄, γ zz̄ =
2

(1 + z̄z)2 . (6.1)

The retarded coordinates are related to the Cartesian coordinates (t, x1, x2, x3) by

t = u+ r, (x1, x2, x3) = r
(
z+ z̄
1 + z̄z ,

−i(z− z̄)
1 + z̄z ,

1 − z̄z
1 + z̄z

)
,

(x1)2 + (x2)2 + (x3)2 = r2.
(6.2)

Future null infinity, denoted I+, is approached by taking the limit of r → ∞ for fixed u. In this limit,

(z, z̄) become stereographic coordinates on the ‘celestial sphere’ at I+.

Consider a pair of classical (unconfined) test ‘quarks’ at I+ subject to an SU(3) Yang-Mills field
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with non-abelian field strength Fμν = Fa
μνTa and gauge potential Aμ = Aa

μTa, where Ta are the

generators of the gauge group SU(3) in the triplet representation. The color of a quark q moving

along a trajectory with tangent vector uμ evolves according to

uμ(∇μq− igYMAμq) = 0, (6.3)

where gYM is the coupling. Aμ obeys the Yang-Mills equation sourced by a matter current jMμ

∇νFνμ − igYM[Aν , Fνμ] = jMμ . (6.4)

Under the passage of a finite-duration color radiation flux through I+, the pair of quarks will acquire

a relative color rotation given by the solution to (6.3). To describe this explicitly, it is convenient to

work in temporal gauge, Au = 0, and assume that before some initial retarded time ui, the pair of

quarks is in the vacuum characterized by the flat connection Az(ui, r, z, z̄)|I+ = 0. During a finite

interval ui < u < uf, color flux passes through I+, after which the system returns to vacuum and the

gauge connection on the celestial sphere is again flat, but not vanishing.

Given our Az = 0 starting configuration, the change in the gauge connection over an interval

ui < u < uf is just the flat connection at the final time Az(uf, r, z, z̄)
∣∣
I+ = 1

gYM i U∂zU†|uf . Solving

(6.4) in a large-r expansion, this is given by the solution to the non-linear differential equation on the

sphere

− Δ
(
Dz̄A(0)

z +DzA(0)
z̄

)
= γ zz̄

(∫ uf

ui
duJ(2)u + ΔF(2)ru

)
, (6.5)
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whereΔA denotes the change in flat connections between ui and uf. Here

Ju = igYM
γ zz̄
r2 ([Az, Fz̄u] + [Az̄, Fzu]) + jMu , (6.6)

for any fieldO(r, u, z, z̄) we defineO(n)(u, z, z̄) as the coefficient of the r−n term in its large-r expan-

sion about I+, and Dz is the covariant derivative with respect to γ zz̄. The perturbative weak-field

solution of (6.5) was given by (5.31) in the previous chapter .

Consider a pair of quarks, initially coincident at point (z1, z̄1)on the celestial sphere in a color singlet.

Then at or before u = ui we separate one of the quarks to (z2, z̄2), which involves no color rotation be-

cause we are taking the initial connection to vanish. They then evolve with no color rotation (because

Au = 0) from ui to uf along I+ fixed at their respective points on the sphere and are recombined

at time uf back at (z1, z̄1). Since according to (6.5) the final connection is flat but nonvanishing, the

recombined quarks are no longer in a color singlet. Rather they acquire the relative color rotation

U(z1, z̄1)U†(z2, z̄2) = U(z1, z̄1; z2, z̄2) = P exp

(
igYM

∫ (uf,z1,z̄1)

(uf,z2,z̄2)
A
)
, (6.7)

whereP denotes path ordering, and there is no dependence on the path taken between the endpoints.

This is the color memory effect. The relative color rotation of the recombined quarks measures the

change in the flat gauge connectionbetweenui anduf, which canbe interpreted as a transitionbetween

the vacua at ui and uf [20, 75]. The formula is easily generalized (by conjugation) to the case of a flat

but nonzero initial connection.
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This analysis pertains directly to an initially color singlet ‘quark dipole’, where (z1, z̄1) and (z2, z̄2)

wouldbe the locations of the two ends of the dipole and (6.7)measures the amountbywhich thequark

dipole fails to remain in a color singlet configuration. This survival probability is a gauge invariant

quantity corresponding to a physically measurable resistance of the test quarks to maintain a fixed

relative color.

While the expression for this phase was obtained in a particular gauge in which the initial connec-

tion was flat and Au = 0, we readily obtain a gauge covariant expression for the net color rotation,

whose trace is given by

WC =
1
Nc

TrP exp
(
igYM

∮
C
A
)
, (6.8)

where Tr(TaTb) = δab,Nc = 3, and C is the closed contour on I+ circling around the loop defined

by the separated quark worldlines.

While in theory the color memory effect is a universal feature of non-abelian gauge theory with

concrete implications for the infrared physics, it is not a priori obvious that there is an experimental

context in which a classical color memory effect can be measured. In particular, classical color mem-

ory effects occur in contexts with several crucial ingredients. First, color must be deconfined since the

effect is measured by colored probes. Second, since the classical effect is expected to receive quantum

corrections, these must be parametrically suppressed. Third, there must be a notion of radiative vac-

uum for the gluons and dynamical processes that induce vacuum transitions. Finally, there must be a

notion of radiative vacuumwith scenarios in which vacuum transitions, mediated by domain walls of

color flux, can occur.
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SinceQCD is asymptotically free, it seems plausible to satisfy the first condition byworking at high

energies with momentum transfer scales Q2 ≫ ΛQCD. However, with regard to conditions two and

three above, radiative/quantum corrections are large in general and it is not obvious that solutions of

classical Yang-Mills equations are relevant, in particular those with initial conditions corresponding to

long wavelength gluons which are delocalized with respect to bursts of color flux passing through I .

Finally, to separate the dynamical processes related to the color memory effect from dynamical effects

related to confinement, it is essential that the picture of delocalized gluons with respect to localized

bursts of color flux hold at transverse distances well below 1/ΛQCD.

In the next section, we will describe how this very scenario is in fact predicted to arise for the gauge

fields of the large nuclei participating in the deeply inelastic scattering with test quarks. All of the

necessary conditions will be shown to be met in the CGC effective field theory which describes the

gauge fields of the nucleus as two classical vacuum configurations of gluons separated by a domain

wall of color flux sourced by fast moving partons. As a result, observables computed in the CGC

probe these fields and depend systematically on color memory effects!

6.3 Color memory in the CGC

Remarkably, as noted, the conditions necessary for the color memory effect arise naturally in the de-

scription of high-energy scattering in the Regge limit of QCD. The Regge limit, which entails taking

the center-of-mass energy
√s → ∞ at fixed (large) squared momentum transfer−t = Q2 ≫ Λ2

QCD,

is both accessible and routinely achieved at colliders. Rephrasing the Regge limit in deeply inelastic
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scattering as taking Bjorken xBj ∼ Q2/s → 0 at fixed largeQ2 elucidates the physical regime probed in

this limit as that of configurations in hadrons containing large numbers of partons, primarily gluons,

each carrying a small fraction x (≈ xBj) of the hadron’s momentum.2

The relevant degrees of freedom in the Regge limit are the ‘soft’ small-x gluons (or wee gluons)

radiated by faster, localized partons at larger x. With increasing energy, the occupancies of gluons be-

come non-perturbatively large and saturate at occupancies∼ 1/g2YM. The QCD dynamics leading to

gluon saturation generates a dynamical semi-hard scale, the saturation scale Qs(x) which grows with

decreasing x. In Regge asymptotics, Q2
s ≫ Λ2

QCD, which suggests that the dynamics of the wee glu-

ons is weakly coupled and deconfined, albeit strongly correlated, because of the large gluon occupan-

cies. The physics of this regime is captured by a classical effective field theory of QCD at small x, the

CGC [71, 72, 94, 95] andwewill show explicitly that it contains the physics of the colormemory effect.

The CGC is formulated in the infinite momentum frame (IMF) P+ → ∞ for a hadronmoving in

the x+ direction where

x± =
t± x3√

2
, x⃗ = (x1, x2) (6.9)

are the lightcone coordinates, and the flat metric (6.1) becomes

ds2 = −2dx+dx− + dxidxi, i = 1, 2, (6.10)

2In deeply inelastic scattering, a lepton probes a hadron of momentum P by exchanging a photon of mo-
mentum q. Bjorken xBj is defined by xBj ≡ − q2

2P·q , where q2 = Q2 is the squared four-momentum transferred.

xBj is fixed by kinematics to coincide with the longitudinal momentum fraction x = p+
P+ carried by the struck

parton.
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where the sum over the repeated transverse index i is here and hereafter implied. These coordinates

are related to the spherical retarded coordinates in (6.1) by

x+ =
1√
2

(
u+ 2r

1 + z̄z

)
, x− =

1√
2

(
u+ 2rz̄z

1 + z̄z

)
, x1 + ix2 = 2rz

1 + z̄z .
(6.11)

The IMF is reached by taking λ→ ∞with (x+, x−) → (λx+,λ−1x−) or equivalently (r, u, z, z̄) →

(λr,λ−1u,λ−1z,λ−1z̄). In this infinitely boosted frame (6.11) reduces to

x+ =
√

2r, x− =
1√
2
(u+ 2rz̄z) , x1 + ix2 = 2rz, (6.12)

the celestial sphere at null infinity is flattened to a 2d plane, and the retarded metric reads

ds2 = −2dudr+ 4r2dzdz̄. (6.13)

Since the IMF is used to describe a hadron moving in the x+ direction, evolution in x+ is natu-

rally interpreted as evolution in time. The utility of this frame is that it clearly exhibits the natural

separation of scales appearing in the Regge limit. In particular, a parton with lightcone momentum

k+ = xP+ has typical x+ lifetime

Δx+ ∼ 1
k− =

2k+
m2

⊥
= x2P

+

m2
⊥
, (6.14)
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wherem2
⊥ ≡ kiki +m2 and longitudinal spread

Δx− ∼ 1
k+ =

1
xP+ . (6.15)

As such, large-x (or ‘hard’) modes with lightcone momenta k+ ∼ P+ are vastly time dilated relative

to the small-x (or ‘soft’) modes with longitudinal momenta k+ ≪ P+. For the purposes of small-x

dynamics, the problem can be formulated as an effective field theory [66, 67, 111]–the CGC–wherein,

large-xmodes are treated as static color sources coupled to the classical gauge fields at small x. Likewise,

the large-x color sources are highly Lorentz contracted in the x− direction [67, 71, 112] with support

∼ 1/P+. Working in the gauge

A+ = 0, (6.16)

the static color current can therefore be approximated by a shockwave travelling in the x+ direction:

jμ = δμ+δ(x−)ρ(⃗x), ρ = ρaTa. (6.17)

To first approximation, we can ignore time-dependent fluctuations of the wee gluons, so that their

configurations are just given by static (x+-independent) classical solutions to the Yang-Mills equation

with color current source (6.17). Wewill return to this point later in this section, but the upshot is that

the full power of the CGC as an effective theory lies in the fact that it justifies this approximation over

a range in parameter space.

Working inA+ = 0 gauge and taking the gauge fields to be x+-independent, the Yang-Mills equa-
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tions simplify to

∂iFi− − igYM[Ai, Fi−] = −δ(x−)ρ(⃗x) ,

∂jFji − igYM[Aj, Fji] = 0 .
(6.18)

The second equation in (6.18) can be immediately solved by setting Fij = 0, i.e. nomagnetic fields out

of the transverse plane of the nucleus. This turns out to be the physically relevant case of non-abelian

Weizäcker–Williams gauge fields and we will restrict ourselves to such field configurations from now

on.

Further takingA− = 0, the first equation in (6.18) becomes

∂−∂iAi − igYM[Ai, ∂−Ai] = δ(x−)ρ(⃗x) . (6.19)

In terms of the net color current (6.6) J− = −δ(x−)ρ(⃗x)− igYM[Ai, ∂−Ai], (6.19) integrates to

− ∂iΔAi =

∫ x−f

x−i
dx−J− , (6.20)

where we assume that x−i < 0 < x−f andΔAi is the change in flat connections on the transverse plane

between x− = x−i and x− = x−f .

(6.20) is clearly a special case of the central memory equation (6.5). First we note that since (6.20)

is x+-independent wemay take it to I+ simply by shifting x+. Second, since (6.20) was derived in the

IMF, itmust be compared to amemory equation in an infinitemomentum frame. As discussed above,
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such a frame can be reached by rescaling the retarded radial coordinates so that the celestial sphere is

flattened to a plane with γ zz̄ = 2 as in (6.13). The above-imposed static condition inA+ = 0 gauge

implies we are solving the equation withΔF(2)ru = 0. SettingΔF(2)ru to zero in (6.5), it transforms into

(6.20) under the coordinate transformation (6.12) from (6.13) to (6.10). This establishes the equality

of the large gauge transformationsΔA encountered in CGC with those of the memory effect.

Thus far, by working in the IMF, we have shown how deconfined gluons in vacuum-to-vacuum

field configurations appear in the Regge limit of QCD. However, these arguments implicitly rely on

a weak-coupling description in which quantum fluctuations of wee gluons are parametrically sup-

pressed. Nevertheless, the full effective field theory framework that comprises the CGC can be used

to justify these assumptions. To begin with, the separation of partons into large-x sources and small-x

gluons inevitably introduces a cutoff Λ+ that distinguishes the two. The requirement that physical

observables do not depend on the “arbitrary” separation between large k+ > Λ+ and small k+ < Λ+

modes lends itself to aWilsonian renormalization group (RG) treatment ensuring independenceof ob-

servables onΛ+: small quantum fluctuations around the classical solutions (g2YM log(Λ+/Λ′+) ≪ 1)

can be integrated out generating the same classical theory at scaleΛ′ with ρ → ρ′ [68]. Importantly,

the classical theory at the new scale Λ′ still exhibits vacuum transitions because although ρ′ has in-

creased support in the x− direction compared to ρ, the classical wee gluons at the new scale are guar-

anteed to be delocalized over an even larger distance in x− by virtue of the new cutoff Λ′. Hence

renormalization group evolution can be viewed as a function of x.

We now turn to some specific solutions of (6.18). The solutions to (6.19) of interest in the CGC

are those obtained by regularizing the delta function in x− (understood to have support ∼ 1/Λ+).
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Without loss of generality, we take the source to have support over the range 1/P+ < x− < 1/Λ+,

where P+ ≫ Λ+. We introduce a new coordinate (defined for x− ≥ 0), the spacetime rapidity

η = ηsource − log(x−/x−source), (6.21)

where

ηsource ≡
1
2
log
Λ+

Λ− , x−source ≡
1
Λ+ , Λ− ≡

Λ2
⊥

2Λ+ , (6.22)

andΛ2
⊥ is a typical transverse momentum scale. One then finds

η
∣∣
x−= 1

xP+
= ηhadron + log x, ηhadron ≡ 1

2
log

P+
P− = log

√
2P+
Λ⊥

. (6.23)

The sources in the two coordinate systems are related by

x−ρ(x−, x⃗) = −ρη(η, x⃗). (6.24)

Fij = 0 implies that the transverse component of the gauge potential takes the form

Ai(η, x⃗) =
i

gYM
U(η, x⃗)∂iU†(η, x⃗) . (6.25)

Ai may be set to zero by a residual gauge transformation which preserves our gauge condition

A+ = 0 but generates a nonzero Aη. Doing so leads to a useful formula for Ai in terms of the

sources in theAi = 0 gauge, as shown in [68]. WhenAi = 0, the first equation in (6.18) reduces to
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the Poisson equation in the transverse plane and can be solved for Aη via standard Green’s function

methods [68, 113]:

Aη(η, x⃗) =

∫
d2⃗yG(⃗x− y⃗)ρ̃η(η, y⃗),

G(⃗x− y⃗) = − 1
2π log |⃗x− y⃗|, ∂⃗2G(⃗x− y⃗) = −δ(2)(⃗x− y⃗), (6.26)

where ρ̃η differs from ρη appearing previously by the gauge transformation used to set Ai = 0 (see

(6.30) that follows). Aη may be set back to zero by a gauge transformation

Aμ → g
(
Aμ +

i
gYM

∂μ

)
g†, (6.27)

where

g(η, x⃗) = P exp

(
igYM

∫ ηi

η
dη′
∫

d2⃗yG(⃗x− y⃗)ρ̃η(η′, y⃗)
)

≡ Uηi,η(⃗x). (6.28)

One thereby obtains an expression forAi in terms of the data ρ̃η

Ai(η, x⃗) =
∫

d2⃗y ∂iG(⃗x− y⃗)
∫ ηi

η
dη′Uηi,η′ (⃗x)ρ̃η(η

′, y⃗)Uη′,ηi (⃗x) . (6.29)

For completeness, notice that the Yang-Mills equation solved by this expression is

Di
dAi
dη = ρη(η, x⃗) = Uηi,η(⃗x)ρ̃η(η, x⃗)Uη,ηi (⃗x), (6.30)

whereDi = ∂i − igYM[Ai, ·] is the gauge-covariant derivative.
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In (6.29), the gauge field at the rapidity η depends on the sources at larger rapidities; this equation

can therefore be solved iteratively from an initial condition set at a rapidityηi beyondwhich the source

density has no support (for example η > ηhadron). As such, ηi will correspond to the initial retarded

timeui fromsection 2where the transverse component of the gauge field vanishes. Likewise, the source

vanishes at rapidities η < ηsource, and the gluon fields at these rapidities describe the final vacuum

configurationwhich is generically different from the initial vacuum set by the initial condition at large

rapidity.

Uηi,η(⃗x) defined in (6.28) is simply related to the color rotation (6.7). To see this, let us determine

the relative color rotation whenAu or equivalentlyAη is the only non-zero component. In this case,

the contributions to the relative color rotation of a quark dipole come from the segments of theworld-

lines extending in the η direction at fixed separated points in the transverse plane. This color rotation

is related to (6.7) by a gauge transformation that setsAη = 0

g(ηf, x⃗1)U†
ηi,ηf (⃗x2)Uηi,ηf (⃗x1)g

†(ηf, x⃗1) = U(z1, z̄1)U†(z2, z̄2), (6.31)

where x⃗ is related to (z, z̄) by the coordinate transformation (6.12) and η is related to u by (6.12) and

(6.21). Simplifying this using (6.28) we find this becomes

Uηi,ηf (⃗x1)U
†
ηi,ηf (⃗x2) = U(z1, z̄1)U†(z2, z̄2). (6.32)

The prescription for computing physical observables in CGC is to perform an average over color
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charge configurations,

⟨O⟩ =
∫
[Dρ]WΛ+ [ρ]O[ρ] , (6.33)

where the weight functionalWΛ+ [ρ] represents the distribution of the large-x color charge densities.

If one assumes that the sources are uncorrelated, as in a large nucleus for instance [67, 113, 114], then

the weight functional can be taken to be a Gaussian distribution

WΛ+ [ρη] = N exp

(
−
∫ ∞

0
dη
∫

d2⃗x
Trρη(η, x⃗)2

2μ2
Λ(η, x⃗)

)
, (6.34)

where N is a normalization constant. Here μ2
Λ(η, x⃗), the color charge squared per unit rapidity per

unit area, is a dimensionful scale in the CGC EFT. As we shall discuss further in the next section, it

can be fixed by computing a physical observable, and thence used to compute other observables. As

mentioned previously, the requirement that ⟨O⟩ be independent of Λ+ generates a Wilsonian RG

equation in x for WΛ+ , the JIMWLK equation [69, 70, 115, 116]. In a limit of low parton densities

ρ/|⃗k|2 ≪ 1, the JIMWLK equation simply reduces to the BFKL equation [117, 118] that resums all

the radiative emission and virtual Feynman graphs of perturbative QCD in the leading logarithmic

g2YM log(1/x) ∼ 1 approximation. As a result of the RG procedure, the structure of the classical equa-

tions we described here is unchanged by these quantum corrections. Namely, quantum fluctuations

of gluons, which become large at small x and would in principle spoil the classical approximation, are

recast as statistical fluctuations of the classical source ρ. Hence, their primary effect [119] is the evo-

lution of μ2
Λ with respect to x, which is described by a nontrivial closed form nonlinear evolution
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equation–the Balitsky-Kovchegov equation [120, 121].

In any case, the weight functionWΛ+ [ρ] introduces a dimensionful scale in the CGC EFT, which

ultimately appears in CGC observables. In the case of a Gaussian form of the weight functional as in

(6.34), the scale set byμΛ is proportional to the saturation scaleQs and is a measure of size of the color

fluctuations of the source ρη per unit area, per unit rapidity. Hence, it is in turn directly related to the

size of the color memory effect and measurement of the color memory effect requires that this scale

be larger than the intrinsic non-perturbative scales in the theory. Since in the high energy limit, this

scale is the largest scale in the problem, the coupling runs as a function of this scale, justifying the weak

coupling RG and the classical EFT analysis in the CGC.

The above discussion is key to measuring the color memory effect in QCD since we are unable to

directly observe colors of particles. In the next section, we will see that color dipoles, sensitive to the

color flux from the target long after the interaction, are the QCD analog of the pair of nearby inertial

detectors in the gravitational memory effect. Their scattering amplitudes can be simply related to

physical observables at collider energies.

6.4 Measuring color memory in deeply inelastic scattering

In general, a pair of quarks interactingwith the shockwave fieldwill be color rotated according to (6.7).

For the specific case of the CGC, the pair will be color rotated by (6.32). This rotation is not directly

observable in QCD. However cross-sections in Regge asymptotics are sensitive to the color-averaged

rotation.
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The simplest and cleanest measurement of color memory is in deeply inelastic scattering (DIS) off

protons and nuclei. At high energies, the spacetime picture is that of the virtual photon emitted by

the electron splitting into a quark-antiquark pair that subsequently scatters coherently off the shock-

wave [122–127]. In the eikonal approximation, the effect of the shockwave is to induce a color rotation

on a quark at x⃗ byU(⃗x) ≡ U−∞,∞(⃗x) in (6.28). Combining this with the corresponding formula for

an antiquark at y⃗ and using (6.32) we obtain the S-matrix for a color dipole

S (⃗x, y⃗) = 1
Nc

Tr
(
U(⃗x)U†(⃗y)

)
= WC , (6.35)

where the amplitude is normalized to 1 in the case whereU is the identity matrix in the fundamental

representation. Since this amplitude pertains to the forward scattering limit, it is simply related to the

dipole cross section by the optical theorem:

σ dipole(x, r⃗) = 2
∫

d2⃗b [1 − ⟨Re S (⃗x, y⃗)⟩] , (6.36)

where r⃗ = x⃗ − y⃗, b⃗ = (⃗x + y⃗)/2, x ≈ xBj (up to higher order corrections) and ⟨· · · ⟩ corresponds

to the expectation value in (6.33). The x dependence enters through the averaging over color charge

configurations.

The inclusive DIS virtual photon-hadron cross-section σ γ∗H(x,Q2) factorizes into a piece corre-

sponding to the splitting of the virtual photon into a quark-antiquark pair and the dipole scattering
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cross-section. It can be expressed as [121, 125, 128] (see also [129, 130])

σ γ∗H(x,Q2) =

∫ 1

0
dz
∫

d2⃗r|Ψ (z, r⃗,Q2)|2γ∗→qq̄ σ dipole(x, r⃗) , (6.37)

where Ψ (z, r⃗,Q2)γ∗→qq̄ is the lightcone wavefunction [124] for a photon splitting into a qq̄ pair of

transverse size |⃗r|, with the quark carrying a fraction z of the virtual photon longitudinal momentum.

This relation shows us that the inclusive DIS cross-section is directly proportional toWC and is there-

fore sensitive to the color rotations that make up the color memory effect.

In particular,WC encodes information on the saturation scaleQs and the relation of the two can be

understood by performing the statistical averaging assuming a Gaussian distribution (6.34) of color

sources. If the color sources are Gaussian distributed, then all correlation functions can be written in

terms of the two-point function

⟨ρa(x−, x⃗)ρb(y−, y⃗)⟩ = δabδ(x− − y−)δ(2)(⃗x− y⃗)μ2(x−, b⃗). (6.38)

It follows that the dipole scattering amplitude in (6.36) can be obtained by exponentiating the leading

order term arising from an expansion of (6.28). Taking μ2 to be b⃗-independent, the result is

⟨S (⃗r)⟩ = exp

{
−g2YMCF

∫ d2⃗k
(2π)2

1 − ei⃗k·⃗r

|⃗k|4
∫

dx−μ2(x−)
}

≈ exp
{
− 1

4
|⃗r|2Q2

s

}
, (6.39)
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where CF is the quadratic Casimir in the fundamental representation and Qs is the saturation scale

Q2
s =

g2YM
4π CF log

(
1

Λ2
QCD |⃗r|2

)∫
dx−μ2(x−). (6.40)

The QCD scale ΛQCD arises as an infrared cutoff for the logarithmically divergent integral in (6.39)

while the dipole separation acts as a UV cutoff |⃗k| ∼ 1/|⃗r|.

We see Qs is proportional to the color charge density μ of the sources and moreover, it weakly de-

pends on the transverse resolution |⃗r| of the probe. For fixed dipole size |⃗r|, σ dipole increases with μ,

meaning that larger color charge densities of the sources result in stronger deflection of the dipole and

therefore indicate an enhanced color memory effect.

For fixedQs, (6.36) and (6.40) show that small size dipoles are less affectedby the fielddistributionof

the nucleus, while large dipoles are strongly absorbed. The transition between these behaviors occurs

at |⃗r| ∼ 1/Qs. This scale coincides with the scale at which the nucleus becomes densely populated

with strong gluon fields of typical momenta ∼ Qs. The inverse of the saturation scale also plays the

role of the length scale at which color charges of effective gluon distributions are screened. Moreover,

it is the typical transverse momentum of closely packed wee gluons in the hadron [92, 93, 131]. This

implies that the coupling should be evaluated atQs, and the assumption is that the CGC applies as an

EFT when Qs is sufficiently large in comparison withΛQCD.

A consequence of the nontrivial Ai generated by the color memory effect is that the correlator

⟨AiAi⟩, computed using (6.33) and (6.34), is directly proportional to the non-abelian Weizsäcker-

Williams distribution of gluons in the hadron [66–68, 113]. The corresponding color field strengths
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are characterized by a typical saturation momentum scale Qs ∝ μ where μ color charge density of

sources per unit volume in (6.34); a high energy probe experiencing an instantaneous interaction with

the gluon shockwave will therefore receive a transverse momentum kick of order |Δp⃗| ∼ Qs, of which

it will retain the color memory until the much longer timescales of hadronization. This is the non-

abelian analog of the electromagnetic memory effect [38, 40].

In fact, the non-trivial vacuum transition determined by (6.5) gives rise to a transverse momentum

kick of a quark propagating through a target. This is because (6.35) is also related to the amplitude for

a quark (or antiquark) to acquire a momentum kickΔp⃗when scattering off a nucleus. Summing over

final states of the nucleus and quark colors as well as averaging over initial colors [95], the associated

probabilityP (⃗b,Δp⃗) is

∫
d2⃗bP (⃗b,Δp⃗) =

∫
d2⃗b
∫

d2⃗re−iΔ⃗p·⃗r⟨S (⃗r)⟩. (6.41)

Using the dipole scattering amplitude found before, this probability reduces to

P (⃗b,Δp⃗) ≈
∫

d2⃗re−iΔ⃗p·⃗re−
1
4 |⃗r|

2Q2
s ≈ 4π

Q2
s
e−|Δ⃗p|2/Q2

s , (6.42)

where the dependence of Qs on |⃗r| was ignored, a good approximation for large enough |⃗r|.3 This

is a Gaussian distribution centered at Δp⃗ = 0 whose width is proportional to the saturation scale

and whose amplitude decreases as 1/Q2
s . It follows that larger Qs lead to larger momentum kicks in

3At small |⃗r| or equivalently large transverse momenta, (6.42) has a power law decay with |Δp⃗|.
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agreement with our previous interpretation ofQs as associated with the strength of the color memory

effect.

Eqs. (6.39), (6.40) and (6.42) capture the essential feature of the color memory effect, namely, that

the physical color rotation is directly proportional to the integrated density of color sources at larger

rapidities that generate the shockwave fields experienced by the quark-antiquark pair resulting in a

transverse momentum kick of magnitude∼ Qs. Therefore an extraction ofQs ≫ ΛQCD, from insert-

ing (6.39) into (6.36) and thence the right hand side of (6.37), would be unambiguous evidence for

the color memory effect.

It may be argued however that the S-matrix (or survival probability) average discussed does not

only correspond to the likelihood of the color singlet dipole remaining a color singlet after interacting

with the color flux from the target, but also requires that the target remains intact after the scattering.

However all other scales involving thenon-perturbative breakupornot of the target are of orderΛQCD

and therefore clearly distinguishable if the saturation scale Qs ≫ ΛQCD.

The cross-section that corresponds to the color rotation of the dipole alone is the inelastic dipole

cross-section [132]

σ inel.−dipole(x, r⃗) =
∫

d2⃗b [1 − ⟨(Re S (⃗x, y⃗))2⟩] , (6.43)

which is proportional to 1 − ⟨(Re S (⃗x, y⃗))2⟩ instead of 1 − ⟨Re S (⃗x, y⃗)⟩. As in (6.37), this quantity

has to be integrated over all momentum fractions z and dipole sizes r⊥, convoluted with the squared

modulus of the virtual photon wavefunction. In fully inclusive DIS, only the outgoing electron is

measured. The inelastic cross-section can be obtained by subtracting elastic scattering events from
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fully inclusive events. In DIS, these elastic scattering events correspond to events where the outgoing

nucleus is measured to be intact and the rapidity gap between the nucleus and the color dipole is

maximal [133]; equivalently, on the dipole side of the gap, this corresponds to the limit of the invariant

massMX → 0 [134]. As shown in [132], the right hand side of (6.43) can also be expressed in a form

similar to the right hand side of (6.39) and is therefore very sensitive toQs. Thuswhether onemeasures

(6.43) or (6.36), gauge invariant evidence of the color memory effect is provided by the extraction of

Qs.

While we have just shown that there is a simple interpretation of the two-point dipole correlator

⟨Tr
(
U(⃗x)U†(⃗y)

)
⟩ of the lightlike Wilson loop (or the expectation value of the product of traces in

(6.43)) in the fundamental representation as measuring a physical momentum kick resulting from the

color rotationbetween two inequivalent vacua,more generally inQCD, the colormemory effect is also

captured by higher point quadrupole, sexupole, · · · correlators aswell as in both the fundamental and

adjoint Wilson line representations [135–137]. Such structures are ubiquitous in high-energy QCD

and can, in principle, be extracted from a variety of measurements in both DIS and hadron-hadron

collisions [138]. Interestingly, as observed in [138], dijet measurements in both DIS off nuclei and in

proton-nucleus collisions are sensitive to the Weizsäcker-Williams gluon distribution we mentioned

previously.

What’s the evidence for the color dipole/color memory effect? As noted, this is equivalent to un-

ambiguous extraction of the saturation scale Qs. The high-energy asymptotics of the Regge limit is

accessible at colliders where x < 10−3 for Q2 ≥ 1 GeV2 is routinely achieved. It is observed that CGC-

based models provide a good description of small-x (x ≤ 0.01) data in DIS inclusive and exclusive
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electron-proton scattering measurements at HERA [96]. This is however not conclusive because the

values of the saturation scale Qs in the proton extracted from the experiments are not much larger

than non-perturbative scales where the effects of confinement may be important. Larger values of the

saturation scale may be reached by instead considering heavy ion experiments. Namely, because the

coherence length of the dipole [123] lc ≫ 2R for x ≪ A−1/3 for a nucleus with atomic numberA, the

saturation scale receives a significant nuclear “oomph”: Q2
s (A) ∼ A1/3 [67, 97].

Experiments of this nature were performed at RHIC, where for example deuteron-gold collisions

(at
√s = 200 GeV/nucleon) measured correlations amongst hadron pairs flying forward in the frag-

mentation region of the deuteron. A CGC computation predicted [98] that the likelihood that these

pairs would be azimuthally correlated back-to-back will be diminished relative to those in proton-

proton collisions due to the larger color memory effect carried by the pairs. These correlations can be

understood in terms of the momentum broadening phenomenon discussed above, where the larger

color memory effect characterized by the larger saturation scale in deuteron-gold collisions in compar-

ison to proton-proton collisions leads to weaker correlations among the produced hadrons. While

the predicted effect has been observed [99] and is consistent with detailed CGC computations [100],

more data varying the collision energy, the nuclear size and the transverse momenta of the produced

pairs are necessary to confirm whether their systematics is consistent with the CGC.

There have also been studies of particle correlations in proton-nucleus collisions at the LHC at the

much higher center-of-mass energies of
√s = 5.02, 8.16 TeV/nucleon. A prediction of the CGC (first

made for proton-proton collisions [101, 102]) is that of a ridgelike structure in hadron pair correla-

tion functions, that is long range in the relative rapidity of the pairs but collimated in their relative
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azimuthal angle. These were first observed in high multiplicity triggered proton-proton collisions at

√s = 7 TeV by the CMS experiment [103], and a significant enhancement of the signal was sub-

sequently seen in proton-nucleus collisions [104, 110]. While the data for pairs with pT ≥ Qs is in

agreement with CGC computations [105], there are features of the data that seem to indicate that

ridge correlations may potentially also be due to final state scattering amongst the many produced

secondaries. The situation is however fluid; a fairly recent review of ongoing work in theory and ex-

periment can be found in [107].

A likely definitive search for the color memory effect and the extraction of Qs is feasible in DIS of

electrons off large nuclei at high energies. In this case, one has the large oomph factor of the color flux

from the nucleus but one can also control for final state effects by varying the squared momentum

resolution Q2 of the lepton probe. The prospects for extraction of the color dipole cross-section at a

future Electron-IonCollider are discussed in [108]. In particular, the inclusive diffractive cross-section

and exclusive vectormeson cross-sections are proportional to σ 2dipole. These display very strong system-

atic power law variations withQ2 and the nuclear sizeA [109] allowing for straightforward extraction

of Qs.

Our discussion suggests that the Regge limit in DIS can be characterized in terms of a semi-hard

emergent scale Qs; the measured total inclusive, elastic and diffractive cross-sections should therefore

scale as a function of Q2/Q2
s in a wide kinematic window at small x. This “geometric scaling” phe-

nomenonwas observed atHERA for the total inclusive cross-section [139] as well as for the diffractive

and vector meson cross-section [140], the stated caveat being the small values of Qs. Since Qs in nu-

clei is much larger than that in the proton, the observation of geometric scaling in electron-nucleus
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scattering will provide unambiguous evidence of the color memory effect.
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7
Conclusion

This dissertation provides a brief glimpse into the rich structure of physics in the infrared. Through-

out, symmetries - in particular asymptotic symmetries - have served as an organizing principle, sug-

gesting universal behavior of infrared physics. Indeed, in a wide variety of theories, we find a precise

equivalence among soft theorems, memory effects, and asymptotic symmetries.

The utility in establishing a precise equivalence is that it enables us to determine all three phenom-
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ena, even if only one or two are currently known to exist. As we have seen in this dissertation, the full

triad is important because a certain presentation of same underlying physics may be more amenable

to a specific application. That is, the implications we attribute can depend on how the physics is pack-

aged. For example, symmetries are an important feature of theories that carry over into dual (holo-

graphic) descriptions. Pragmatically, it is the observables, such as amplitudes or correlation functions,

that match between dual theories. As such, a “matching of the symmetries” will involve studying con-

straints from symmetry on the observables (e.g. conservation laws or Ward identities). As we have

shown in several examples, the soft theorems from quantum field theory play this role for asymptotic

symmetries. On the other hand, the memory effect plays a complementary role. Namely, it firmly es-

tablishes the physical significance of asymptotic symmetries by serving as as the observable signature

of asymptotic symmetries. Hence, it plays a critical role in connecting these ideas to experimentally

accessible physics.

Although this thesis touches on many different facets of the infrared structure of gauge and grav-

itational theories, it by no means provides a thorough account of the subject, aspects of which still

remain to be understood in detail. In fact, taken as a whole, this dissertation naturally poses certain

questions for future investigation.

For example, we discuss in detail a scenario in which one might measure the color memory effect

in experiment and there exist proposals to measure the gravitational memory effect both at LIGO

and with pulsar timing arrays [45–47]. Nevertheless, neither have been definitively measured and a

definitive measurement requires state-of-the-art experimental techniques. This begs the question of

whether the electromagneticmemory effect [38, 40, 41] has alreadybeenmeasuredbut not identified as
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such, or if not, whether there is a more simple experiment tomeasure it. As we saw in the case of color

memory, there are two key components that enter into a measurement of memory: the source and

the test “charge”. In order to produce a memory effect, the source must emit a radiation profile that

includes pole (in the gauge field) at zero frequency. In electrodynamics, a sufficient condition to pro-

duce a pole at zero frequency is for the source to have a net change in first time derivative of the dipole

moment between early and late times [38]. The only condition on the test charge is that it be charged

under the symmetry of interest. Hence, the electron is a natural candidate for measuring the electro-

magnetic memory effect. More specifically, the shift in the vacuum configuration, characteristic of

memory will induce a phase rotation, which could be measured in an interference experiment. While

the physics underlying the measurement of an electromagnetic memory effect is well-understood, a

concrete proposal for a source that produces a signal strong enough to be measured experimentally

remains to be put forth.

Another interesting question that arises is whether the vacuum trivial and/or unique in a confining

phase of gauge theory. In our discussion of measuring a color memory effect, we avoid addressing this

question by considering processes that probe the theory in a deconfined phase. An AdS/QCD set-up

might be an interesting arena in which to study this problem.1

Finally, when determining a holographic dual, one hopes that the dual theory has its own consis-

tent and predictive framework so that itmay be used to answer questions that appear intractable in the

original theory. That is, part of the utility of a dual theory stems from the fact it can be understood in a

1I thank Matt Strassler for pointing this out.
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way that goes beyond just reproducing known results of the original. As briefly explained in chapter 3,

an exploitation of conformal symmetry is a starting point for determining what this additional struc-

ture for holographic duals of theories in asymptotically flat spacetimes might be. That is, since the

four-dimensional Lorentz group SO(3, 1) is isomorphic to the global conformal group SL(2,C), scat-

tering amplitudes of four-dimensional theories inMinkowski spacetime are constrained by the global

conformal group of two-dimensional theories. These constraints can be made manifest by transform-

ing the scattering amplitudes from usual plane wave basis to a conformal basis in which they resemble

correlation functions of a two-dimensional conformal field theory [56, 57, 141–143]. Upon perform-

ing this transformation, a number of puzzles arise. For one, this new basis obscures the translation

symmetry [144], let alone the supertranslation symmetry, and it would be interesting to understand

the extent of these constraints in this new basis. Second, while some aspects of conformal field theory

naturally appear upon performing this basis transformation, others do not and it would be interesting

to reconcile these discrepancies.

This dissertation contains a collection of investigations which contribute evidence for a rich, uni-

versal structure underlying the infrared physics of gauge and gravitational theories. By connecting

results from a variety of contexts, this work offers a fresh perspective on well-established phenomena

and brings to light new questions.
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A
Appendix to Chapter 2

A.1 Gauge field strength near i0

In this appendix, we consider an idealized semiclassical scatteringprocess inwhichm incomingmassive

particles with constant velocities {β⃗1, . . . , β⃗m} scatter to (n − m) outgoing massive particles with

constant velocities {β⃗m+1, . . . , β⃗n}. For scattering occurring at the origin at t = 0, the semiclassical
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electromagnetic current is given by

jμ(x) =
m∑

k=1

Qk

∫
dτUk

μΘ(−τ)δ(4)(x− Ukτ) +
n∑

k=m+1

Qk

∫
dτUk

μΘ(τ)δ(4)(x− Ukτ), (A.1)

whereUk
μ = γ k[1, β⃗k] is the 4-velocity of the kth particle. Ignoring the radiative contributions arising

from the infinite acceleration of particles at the origin, the field strength sourced by this current takes

the form

Frt(x) =
e2
4π

m∑
k=1

g(x; β⃗k) Qkγ k(r− tx̂ · β⃗k)

|γ 2k[t− rx̂ · β⃗k]
2 − t2 + r2|3/2

+
e2
4π

n∑
k=m+1

h(x; β⃗k) Qkγ k(r− tx̂ · β⃗k)

|γ 2k[t− rx̂ · β⃗k]
2 − t2 + r2|3/2

,

(A.2)

where the functional form of g and h depends on the choice of Green’s function.

For the retarded solution, the asymptotic behavior of g and h is given by

g(r = ∞, u, x̂; β⃗k) = Θ(−u), h(r = ∞, u, x̂; β⃗k) = Θ(u), (A.3)

g(r = ∞, v, x̂; β⃗k) = 1, h(r = ∞, v, x̂; β⃗k) = 0. (A.4)

The electric field at I+
− is obtained by working in retarded coordinates and taking the limit r → ∞,

followed by the limit u → −∞. This electric field will be of the form (2.24), but only receives con-

tributions from the incoming particles. On the other hand, the electric field at I−
+ is obtained by

working in advanced coordinates and taking the limit r → ∞, followed by the limit v → +∞. The

electric field measured at I−
+ will be of the form (2.25), but will also only receive contributions from
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the incoming particles, thereby satisfying the matching condition (2.14).

Likewise, for the advanced solution, the asymptotic behavior of g and h is given by

g(r = ∞, u, x̂; β⃗k) = 0, h(r = ∞, u, x̂; β⃗k) = 1, (A.5)

g(r = ∞, v, x̂; β⃗k) = Θ(−v), h(r = ∞, v, x̂; β⃗k) = Θ(v). (A.6)

Hence, the advanced solution also obeys the matching condition (2.14) near i0, but in contrast to the

retarded solution, only receives contributions from the outgoing particles. Moreover, linear combina-

tions of the advanced and retarded solutions evaluated near i0 will obey the matching condition and

receive contributions from both outgoing and incoming particles.

Of course, one could always add a homogeneous solution to the freeMaxwell equationswhich does

not obey the matching condition. However, we do not know of any physical application in which it

is natural to do so: finite energy wave packets die off at i0. Hence, we conclude that the antipodal

matching condition (2.14) holds in generic physical applications.
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B
Appendix to Chapter 4

B.1 Asymptotic expansions

Assuming a 1/r asymptotic expansionof themetric perturbation andusing the notationF(n) to denote

the coefficient of r−n, the Einstein equation components are
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[
□h̄uu

](n)
= 2(n−m− 1)∂uh̄(n−1)

uu + [D2 − (n− 2)(2m− n+ 1)] h̄(n−2)
uu ,

[
□h̄ur

](n)
= 2(n−m− 1)∂uh̄(n−1)

ur + [D2 − (n− 1)(2m− n+ 2)] h̄(n−2)
ur + 2mh̄(n−2)

uu

− 2DAh̄(n−3)
uA ,

[
□h̄rr

](n)
= 2(n−m− 1)∂uh̄(n−1)

rr + [D2 − (n− 2)(2m− n+ 1)] h̄(n−2)
rr

+ 4m
(
h̄(n−2)
ru − h̄(n−2)

rr

)
− 4DAh̄(n−3)

rA + 2γABh̄(n−4)
AB ,

[
□h̄uA

](n)
= 2(n−m)∂uh̄(n−1)

uA + [D2 − (n− 1)(2m− n)− 1] h̄(n−2)
uA − 2∂Ah̄(n−1)

uu + 2∂Ah̄(n−1)
ur ,

[
□h̄rA

](n)
= 2(n−m)∂uh̄(n−1)

rA + [D2 − n(2m− n+ 1)− 3] h̄(n−2)
rA − 2∂Ah̄(n−1)

ur + 2∂Ah̄(n−1)
rr

− 2DBh̄(n−3)
AB + (2m+ 2)h̄(n−2)

uA ,

[
□h̄AB

](n)
= 2(n−m+ 1)∂uh̄(n−1)

AB + [D2 − 2 + n− 2mn+ n2] h̄(n−2)
AB

− 2
(
DAh̄(n−1)

uB −DAh̄(n−1)
rB +DBh̄(n−1)

uA −DBh̄(n−1)
rA

)
+ 2γAB(h̄

(n)
uu − 2h̄(n)ur + h̄(n)rr ),

(B.1)

while the components of the harmonic gauge condition are

[
∇μh̄μu

](n)
= −∂uh̄(n)ur − (2m− n+ 1)(h̄(n−1)

uu − h̄(n−1)
ur ) +DAh̄(n−2)

uA ,

[
∇μh̄μr

](n)
= −∂uh̄(n)rr − (2m− n+ 1)(h̄(n−1)

ur − h̄(n−1)
rr ) +DAh̄(n−2)

rA − γABh̄(n−3)
AB ,

[
∇μh̄μA

](n)
= −∂uh̄(n)rA − (2m− n+ 1)(h̄(n−1)

uA − h̄(n−1)
rA ) +DBh̄(n−2)

BA .

(B.2)
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The expansion of the harmonic gauge condition on residual diffeomorphisms (4.7) is

[□ξu](n) = 2(n−m− 1)∂uξ(n−1)
u + [D2 − (1 + 2m− n)(n− 2)] ξ(n−2)

u ,

[□ξr](n) = 2(n−m− 1)∂uξ(n−1)
r + [D2 − (2 + 2m− n)(n− 1)] ξ(n−2)

r + 2mξ(n−2)
u

− 2DAξ(n−3)
A ,

[□ξA](n) = 2(n−m)∂uξ(n−1)
A + [D2 + (−1 + n)(−2m+ n)− 1] ξ(n−2)

A − 2∂A(ξ(n−1)
u − ξ(n−1)

r ).

(B.3)

B.2 Residual gauge-fixing

In this appendix, we provide the details of a consistent gauge-fixing procedure by which we arrive at

the boundary conditions (4.8) for the metric perturbation employed in chapter 4.

We start with the following weak boundary conditions on the metric

h̄uu ∼ O(r−m), h̄ru ∼ O(r−m), h̄rr ∼ O(r−m),

h̄uA ∼ O(r−m+1), h̄rA ∼ O(r−m+1), h̄AB ∼ O(r−m+2).

(B.4)

These were selected such that the leading order terms are allowed (by the Einstein equation) to be

free functions of (u, zA). In particular, they can be determined by looking for the order at which the

coefficient of the ∂uh̄μν term in (B.1) vanishes. If one works with weaker boundary conditions than

these, then a consistent asymptotic expansionmust include logarithmic terms in r. Finally, note these

imply gμνhμν ∼ O(r−m).
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Combining the gauge conditions (B.2)with the components of the Einstein equation (B.1) at orders

in the asymptotic expansion when the Einstein tensor vanishes, we obtain the following constraints

0 =(D2 − (2m− n− 1)(2m− n))h̄(n)ur − 2(2m− n− 1)(n−m)h̄(n)uu + 2(n−m)DAh̄(n−1)
uA ,

0 =(D2 − (n− 2m)2 − n) h̄(n)rr + 2(m− (2m− n− 1)(n−m))h̄(n)ur + 2(m− n)γABh̄(n−2)
AB

− 2(m− n+ 1)DAh̄(n−1)
rA ,

0 =(D2 − (2m− n− 1)(2m− n) + 2(n− 1))DAh̄(n−1)
rA + 2(m− n)(2m− n)DAh̄(n−1)

uA

+ 2(n−m)DADBh̄(n−2)
AB + 2D2(h̄(n)rr − h̄(n)ur ),

(B.5)

where all three apply whenm ≤ n ≤ 2m− 1.

Evaluated at leading order n = m these constraints imply

h̄(m)
ur = h̄(m−1)

rA = h̄(m)
rr = 0. (B.6)

The residual gauge transformations that preserve the boundary conditions1 (B.4) are given to lead-

ing order by

ξ = 1
rmξ

u(m)∂u +
1
rmξ

r(m)∂r +
1

rm+1ξ
A(m+1)∂A + · · · , (B.7)

where ξu(m), ξr(m), and ξA(m+1) are free functions of (u, zA). Under these diffeomorphisms, the lead-

1In particular, residual diffeomorphisms with weaker fall off conditions are ruled out by the fact that a con-
sistent asymptotic expansion for such diffeomorphisms must include logarithmic terms in r, which would in
turn necessitate the addition of such terms in the asymptotic expansion of the metric.
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ing order fields transform in the following way

δh̄(m)
uu = 2∂uξ(m)

u − ∂uξ(m)
r , δh̄(m−1)

uA = ∂uξ(m−1)
A , δh(m) = −2∂uξ(m)

r ,

δh̄(m−2)
AB = γAB∂uξ(m)

r , δh̄(m)
ur = δh̄(m)

rr = δh̄(m−1)
rA = 0.

(B.8)

We use the u-dependent part of the free functions ξu(m), ξr(m), and ξA(m+1) to set

h̄(m)
uu = h(m) = h̄(m−1)

uA = 0. (B.9)

Since h̄(m)
ur and h̄(m)

rr are zero, h(m) = 0 implies

γABh̄(m−2)
AB = 0. (B.10)

Upon performing this gauge-fixing we are left with residual gauge transformations, which at leading

order are given by u-independent ξu(m), ξr(m), and ξA(m+1).

Now suppose one has gauge-fixed

h̄(n′)uu = h(n′) = h̄(n
′−1)

uA = 0, n′ ≤ n. (B.11)

The remaining residual gauge transformations that preserve (B.11) are given to leading order by

ξ = 1
rnξ

u(n)∂u +
1
rnξ

r(n)∂r +
1

rn+1ξ
A(n+1)∂A + · · · , (B.12)
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where ξu(n), ξr(n), and ξA(n+1) are u-independent free functions on the sphere S2m. Note with this

gauge-fixing, the constraints (B.5) imply that

h̄(n′)ur = 0, n′ ≤ n. (B.13)

Then, at this order, the following components of the Einstein equation significantly simplify

∂uh̄(n+1)
uu = 0, n ≤ 2m− 3,

∂uh̄(n)uA = 0, n ≤ 2m− 2,

∂uh(n+1) = 0, n ≤ 2m− 2,

(B.14)

implying that h̄(n+1)
uu , h̄(n)uA and h(n+1) are u-independent.

The transformation of these components under the residual gauge symmetry (B.12) is

δh(n+1) = −2∂uξ(n+1)
r + 2(n− 2m)(ξ(n)u − ξ(n)r ) + 2DAξ(n−1)

A ,

δh̄(n+1)
uu = 2∂uξ(n+1)

u − ∂uξ(n+1)
r + (n− 2m)(ξ(n)u − ξ(n)r ) +DAξ(n−1)

A ,

δh̄(n)uA = ∂uξ(n)A + ∂Aξ(n)u ,

(B.15)

where using (B.3), ∂uξ(n+1)
r , ∂uξ(n+1)

u and ∂uξ(n)A can be written in terms of ξ(n)u , ξ(n)r and ξ(n−1)
A .

These transformations are linearly independent and thus can be used to set

h̄(n+1)
uu = h(n+1) = h̄(n)uA = 0, (B.16)
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leaving the remaining residual gauge symmetry with leading order terms now given by u-independent

ξu(n+1), ξr(n+1), and ξA(n+2).

Hence, we can iterate this process until n surpasses the limits in (B.14) and thus we can set

h̄(n)uu = h̄(n)ur = 0, m ≤ n ≤ 2m− 2,

h̄(n−1)
uA = h(n) = 0, m ≤ n ≤ 2m− 1.

(B.17)

Upon performing this residual gauge-fixing, the first constraint in (B.5) is identically zero for n ≤

2m− 2 and sets h̄(2m−1)
ur = 0 when n = 2m− 1. Moreover, note the vanishing of the trace up to and

including order r−2m+1 will allow us henceforth to work with the original metric perturbations hμν

instead of the trace-reversed metric perturbations h̄μν .

The vanishing trace condition together with the second two constraints in (B.5) simplify form ≤

n ≤ 2m− 1 to the three constraints appearing in (4.11). When n ≤ 2m− 1, we can use (4.11) to solve

for the other components in terms of h(n)rr

γABh(n−2)
AB = −h(n)rr ,

DAh(n−1)
rA =

(D2 − (2m− n)(1 + 2m− n))
2(m− n+ 1)

h(n)rr ,

DADBh(n−2)
AB =

(D2 − (2m− n− 1)(2m− n) + 1)2 + 4(m− n)(2m− n)(2m− n+ 1)− 1
4(m− n)(m− n+ 1)

h(n)rr .

(B.18)
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Note, this gauge fixing procedure sets

h(m)
rr = h(m+1)

rr = 0 (B.19)

so the last two equations hold provided n > m+ 1.

Nonetheless, we can explicitly solve the Einstein equations at the leading orders and we find

DA∂uh(m)
rA = DADBh(m−2)

AB , ∂uh(m+2)
rr = DAh(m)

rA . (B.20)

Together these imply

∂2
uh(m+2)

rr = DADBh(m−2)
AB . (B.21)

Then, for m + 2 ≤ n ≤ 2m − 1, using (B.18), the asymptotic expansion of the r component of the

gauge condition (B.2) becomes

∂uh(n+1)
rr =

D2 − (n− 2)(2m− n+ 1)
2(m− n+ 1)

h(n)rr . (B.22)

Taking multiple derivatives and using (B.21), this becomes

∂n
uh(m+n)

rr =
m+n−2∏
ℓ=m+1

D2 − (ℓ− 1)(2m− ℓ)

2(m− ℓ)
DADBh(m−2)

AB . (B.23)
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The memory term lies at

DADBh(2m−3)
AB =

(D2(D2 + 2)− 8m+ 8)
4(m− 2)(m− 1)

h(2m−1)
rr . (B.24)

Using (B.23), we find

∂m−1
u DADBh(2m−3)

AB =
(D2(D2 + 2)− 8m+ 8)

(D2 − 4m+ 6)(D2 − 2m+ 2)

2m−1∏
ℓ=m+1

D2 − (ℓ− 1)(2m− ℓ)

2(m− ℓ)
DADBh(m−2)

AB .

(B.25)

B.3 Canonical charges

Using a canonical covariant formalism [145, 146], one can construct charges that are associated to the

symmetries of the theory. In gravity, the charge associated to a generic diffeomorphism ξ is given by

Q+
can = − 1

16πG

∫
I+
−

d2mz√γ r2mFru, (B.26)

where

Fμν =
1
2

(
∇μξν −∇νξμ

)
h+

(
∇μhλν −∇νhλμ

)
ξλ +

(
∇λξμhλν −∇λξνhλμ

)
−
(
∇λhλνξμ −∇λhλμξν

)
−
(
∇μhξν −∇νhξμ

)
.

(B.27)
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The relevant term for our analysis in retarded coordinates (4.1) is

Fru = ξu
(
∂rh̄uu − ∂uh̄ur

)
+ ξr

(
∂rh̄ur − ∂uh̄rr

)
− h̄uu∂rξr + h̄ur [∂rξu − ∂uξr + ∂rξr]

+ h̄rr (∂uξu − ∂rξu) +
1
r2
(
h̄AuDAξr − h̄ArDAξu

)
+ ξA

[(
∂r −

2
r

)
h̄Au − ∂uh̄Ar

]
.

(B.28)

Ind = 2m+2dimensions,Fru evaluatedon the large diffeomorphism (4.14) in the absence of radiation

is given to leading order by

Fru = −2(m− 2)D2f
r4m−2

(
2(m− 1)h(2m−1)

uu +
(D2 − 4m+ 6)(D2 − 2m+ 2)
(2m− 1)(D2(D2 + 2)− 8m+ 8)

DADBh(2m−3)
AB

)
+O(r−4m+1)

(B.29)

up to a total derivative term which vanishes in (B.26) upon integration over S2m. Then, substituting

this expression in (B.26), one finds in the large-r limit that the canonical charge associated to the large

diffeomorphism (4.14) is proportional to the conserved charge derived from the soft theorem (4.71)

Q+
can =

2(m− 2)
r2m−2 Q+. (B.30)

The idea that components of the charge which fall off as some power of 1/r could generate non-

trivial symmetrieswasput forward in [147, 148]. Inparticular, [147] showed that the4d subleading soft

graviton theorem can be recovered from a conservation law associated with a subleading component
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of the supertranslation charges in a large-r expansion. We leave the interpretation of charges with a

large-r falloff as well as a possible relation between leading soft theorems in higher dimensions and

subleading soft theorems in lower dimensions to future investigation.
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C
Appendix to chapter 6

C.1 Classical colored particles

In Cartesian coordinates, the action for a classical colored particle (quark) of mass m = 1 charged

under a non-abelian gauge field is

S =
∫

dτ
[ 1
2
uμuμ − gYMQauμAa

μ
]
− 1

4

∫
d4yFa

μνFaμν , (C.1)
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where uμ = dxμ
dτ is the tangent to the trajectory parametrized by τ . The equations of motion are then

duμ
dτ + gYMQaFa

μνuν = 0, (C.2)

DμFaμν (y) = gYM
∫

dτQauνδ(x(τ)− y) (C.3)

and are also known as the Wong equations [149]; for a review, see [150]. Note that (C.3) implies that

Dν
∫

dτQuνδ(x(τ)− y) = 0, Dν ≡ ∂ν − igYM[Aν , ·], (C.4)

which after integration by parts and using d
dτ = uν∂ν amounts to

uνDνQ = 0. (C.5)

This means that the color charge Qa is parallel transported along the trajectory of the quark. ForAμ

and Q in an arbitrary representation of the colored particles, (C.5) can be equivalently written as

dQa

dτ − igYMuν [Aν ,Q]a = 0. (C.6)

This equation can be solved iteratively and it follows that Q evolves according to

Q → UQU†, U = PeigYM
∫

dxμAμ . (C.7)
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Assuming that classically, the charges Q are direct products of quark color vectors

QaTa
ij = qiq̄j, i, j = 1, 2, 3, (C.8)

we deduce that

q → Uq, q̄ → U∗q̄. (C.9)

Note that this implies that the colors of quarks transforming in the fundamental representation

evolve according to

dq
dτ − igYMuνAνq = 0. (C.10)

It is also interesting to note that the form of the small-x effective action [151] in the Color Glass Con-

densate effective theory and its connections to Reggeon Field theory [152–154] can be motivated by

Wong’s equations.
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